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(Excerpts from records of 1st Town Meeting)
PROVINCE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
The freeholders and inhabitants of the Parish of Raymond in
said Province by law: are hereby notified to meet at the house
of Mr. Benjamin Bean Inholder in said Parish on Tuesday the
29th day of this instant May at one of the clock in the afternoon.
I. To chose a Moderator for said meeting.
II. To chose all necessary Parish officers for the year as the
law directs.
III. By vote to appoint what day in March to hold their annual
meeting for the choice of Parish officers for the future.
Sam Emerson dated May 14, 1764
At the first Parish meeting held in this Parish of Raymond
at the house of Benj. Bean Inholder in said Raymond on the 29th
of May 1714; by Samuel Dudley chosen moderator to govern said
meeting. Ezechiel Smith chosen Parish clerk for the year in-
suing and till another be chosen and sworn in his Rom
Voted Benjamin Whittier, Constable
Voted Caleb Rowe, Samuel Dudley, Robert Page, Selectmen
Whereas the Town of Raymond having been in-
corporated under the laws and with the authorization
of the Governor and his council and assembly in the
year 1764; we the elected members of the Board of
Selectmen do hereby dedicate this Bi-Centennial Town
Report in gratitude to and in honor of these five dedi-
cated Town Officers of 1764-
Raymond is proud of her history. The year 1764 is
a memorable one in our records.
OUR PAST IS NOW HISTORY—
OUR FUTURE A CHALLENGE
Given under our hands and seal, this tenth day of
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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY VALUATION, 1963
Resident Non-Resident Total
Land and Buildings $2,263,293.00 $714,180.00 $2,977,473.00
Factory Buildings including
Land and Machinery- 199,618.00 199,618.00
Electric Plants 176,500.00 176,500.00
House Trailers 77,180.00 7,000.00 84,180.00
Stock in Trade 287,700.00 20,950.00 308,650.00
Boats 7,180.00 3,270.00 10,450.00
Road Machinery- 11,300.00 11,300.00
Wood and Lumber 17,000.00 6,900.00 23,900.00
Portable Mills 4,225.00 1,750.00 5,950.00
Gasoline Pumps 1,725.00 1,725.00
Horses 100.00 100.00
Cows 1,200.00 1,200.00
Sheep and Goats 1,136.00 1,136.00
Fowl 210.00 7,650.00 7,860.00
TOTAL $2,857,617.00 $952,425.00 $3,810,042.00
Total Valuation before exemptions allowed $3,810,042.00
Less Veterans and Blind Exemptions 146,200.00
Net Valuation on which Tax Rate Is Computed $3,563,842.00
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HOW YOUR TAX DOLLAR WAS SPENT





SOURCE OF TAX REVENUE
Non-Resident Business Industry Residend
25.2% 6.4% 7.9% 60.5%
TOTAL 100%
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MONEY APPROPRIATED AT ANNUAL TOWN
MEETING — MARCH 16, 1963
Article 2 — Town Charges
:
Town Officers Salaries $ 2,600.00
Town Officers Expenses 2,800.00
Elec. and Registration 150.00
Town Buildings 300.00
Police Department 3,500.00




Old Age Assistance 4,000.00
Cemetery 1,000.00
Damage & Legal Expense 500.00
Temp. Loan - Interest 800.00
Long Term Loan - Interest 195.00
Long Term Note 1,000.00
County Taxes 10,500.00
$31,975.00
Article 4 - Town Maint., Cleaning Main Street, Snow
$15,500.00
Article 5 - Tarring 7,200.00
Article 6 - Town Road Aid 586.70
Article 7 - Street Lighting 3,000.00
Article 8 - Memorial Day 200.00
Article 9 - Fire Department 4,600.00
Article 10 - Dudley-Tucker Library 400.00
Article 11 - Selectmen Authorized to Borrow
Money
Article 12 - Town Dump 1,700.00
Article 13 - Park 300.00

















- Selectmen authorized to sell at pub-
lic auction any property acquired
by tax collector's deeds.
- Civil Defense 500.00
- Hydrant Rental 1,000.00
- Indefinitely Postponed
- Transfer of Factory Building
Trust Fund: $6,000 to Police —
Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund
Balance to Highway Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund.
Money from Dump Gravel : Voted
to place in Highway Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund
Harry M. Heath Legacy: Voted
to leave money in bank until next
year.
Lamprey River Bridge 6,000.00
Bi-Centennial : $500.00 for use of
12 Member Committee to be ap-
pointed by Moderator and
Selectmen.
Salt Shed : $600.00 to be used for
salt storage in present Highway
Garage.
Tax Collector's Safe 331.20
New Fire Truck: Indefinitely
postponed
Conveyance of Land to Abell &
Home: Accepted as written in
warrant.
- Lake Road, Governor's Lake 1,200.00
- Scotland Road: Indefinitely post-
poned
- Tax Collector's Salary: $300.00
—
making total salary 800.00
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Article 30 - Ambulance — Police Station
:
Indefinitely postponed
Article 31 - Transfer of money: Indefinitely
postponed
Article 32 - Site of Ambulance — Police Sta-
tion: Indefinitely postponed
Article 33 - Ambulance — Police Station
:
Indefinitely postponed
Article 34 - Ambulance — Police Station
Indefinitely postponed
Article 35 - Bond Issue to Purchase Fire
Truck: Indefinitely postponed
Article 36 - Municipal Budget Law
:
Indefinitely postponed
Article 37 - Elsun Avenue
:
Accepted as written in warrant
Article 38 - Road requirement
:
Accepted as written in warrant
Article 39 - Lakeside Road, Governor's Lake
:
Accepted as written in warrant
Article 40 - Melody Lane
:
Accepted as written in warrant
Article 41 - Other Business : Chief of Fire
Department, Phil Fox stated Am-
bulance could be housed in Fire
Station for one year and that
tank truck would be housed in
Reed's Garage.
John Schou offered to keep same
Ambulance Committee active and
will make reports and recom-
mendations to next Town Meeting.
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SELECTMEN'S RECEIPTS
January 1, 1963 — December 31, 1963
Karl V . Orfield, Tax Collector:
1963 Property Tax $140,969.95
1963 Poll Tax 991.75
1963 Yield Tax 1,480.46
1963 Head Tax 3,280.00
1962 Property Tax 35,222.17
1962 Poll Tax 486.00
1961 Poll Tax 18.00
1960 Poll Tax 10.00
1959 Poll Tax 2.00
1962 Yield Tax 645.44
1961 Yield Tax 174.00
1962 Head Tax 1,615.00
1961 Head Tax 55.00
1960 Head Tax 15.00
1959 Head Tax 5.00
1962 Tax Sales Redeemed 757.69
1961 Tax Sales Redeemed 1,523.63
1960 Tax Sales Redeemed 246.52
1959 Tax Sales Redeemed 164.29
1957 Tax Sales Redeemed 29.03
Interest 1,167.86





1963 Motor Vehicle Permits 14,002.75
1962 Motor Vehicle Permits 106.31
Dog Licenses 320.00
Dog License Penalties 13.50
Filing Fees 17.00
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Interest & Dividend Tax — 1963 1,746.57
Head Tax — reimburse to town 31.00
Pistol Permits
:









Will J. Carney (10 @ 2.00) 20.00
Town of Fremont — Use of Grader 36.00
Town of Fremont— Driver for Grader 16.00
Savings Bank Taxes — 1962 729.70
Savings Bank Taxes — 1963 857.69
Railroad Tax — 1962 29.55
Veterans of Foreign War — Beano
Permit (Jan. thru Nov.) 110.00
Exeter Banking Company —
Anticipation Tax Loan 65,000.00
Public Works & Highway —
Town Road Aid 3,911.34
Capital Stock Tax -— First National Bank
of Rochester 1.00
Capital Stock Tax — Rockingham National
Bank 4.00
Public Welfare Dept. — James Frances acct. 13.63
Public Welfare Dept. — Mabel Baker acct. 45.00
Forest Fire Dept. — Refund on Forest Fires 602.32
Raymond H. Smith — Refund on Forest
Fires — overpayment 34.00
Road Toll Tax 22.16
Philip A. Fox — Telephone 2.40
Kalamazoo Sales & Service — Furnace Permit 3.00
Atlantic Furnace Co. — Furnace Permit 3.00
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Dupont Heating Co. — Furnace Permit 3.00
Forest Fire Service — Use of Trucks 195.00













Shute & Engel — Laura Gendron account 188.50
Philip A. Fox — Mabel Fox account 903.50
Priscilla Roberts — Ralph Sanborn account 695.50
Mrs. Ernest Maxham — Ernest Maxham
account 90.66
$285,878.21
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SELECTMEN'S PAYMENTS





Emile G. Brisse $ 234.00
Ivan C. Reed, Sr. 233.00
Carl L. Chase 233.00
Treasurer
Phyllis A. Gove 250.00
Tax Collector:
Karl V. Orfield 800.00
Karl V. Orfield, 3% Head Tax Collected 149.31
Town Clerk:
Robert H. Clement 75.00
Robert H. Clement, 1,552 Auto Permits @ .50 776.00







Association of N. H. Assessors, Dues $ 3.00
Myrna Dudley, Type Town Report, 1962 12.50
Hunts Accounting Service, 1962 Audit 200.00
Robert Flanders, 1962 Audit 60.00
Edgar O. Pesquara, 1962 Audit 50.00
Emile G. Brisse, Postage, Inventories 38.00
Dorothy M. Webb, Type Audits 27.50
Myrna Dudley, Clerical & Type, 1962 27.50
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil, Library Bldg. 53.05
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New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone, 1962 11.91
Karl V. Orfield, Postage 5.25
Brown & Saltmarsh, Supplies 16.46
Phyllis A. Gove, Postage 9.00
D. J. Casey Paper Co., Selectmen Hand Stamp 1.00
Hunts Accounting Service, Verification Notices 30.80
Edson Eastman Co., Supplies 15.71
Gail Quimby, Typing Inventories 15.50
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone, Jan. 17.45
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil, Library Bldg. 66.35
Hampton Publishing Co., Town Reports 955.80
Phyllis A. Gove, Selectmens Books, Jan. - Feb. 10.00
Robert Clement, Postage .80
Philip A. Fox, Clerical, Selectmen 50.00
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil, Library Bldg. 37.47
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel., Feb. - Mar. 32.50
N. H. City & Town Clerks Assn., Dues 3.00
Registry of Probate, Register Deaths .60
N. H. Electric Co., Library Bldg., Jan. - Feb, 22.07
Philip A. Fox, Clerical, Selectmen 50.00
N. H. Tax Collectors Assn., Dues 3.00
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil, Library Bldg. 26.83
Philip A. Fox, Clerical, Selectmen 50.00
Swampscott Press, Envelopes, Selectmen 10.50
Phyllis A. Gove, Selectmens Books, Mar. - Apr. 16.00
Edson Eastman Co., Receipt & Payment Sheets 8.16
Phyllis A. Gove, Envelopes & Stamps 14.30
N. H. Electric Co., Library Bldg., Mar. 3.47
Eleanor Cottrell, Copy Blotter Books 18.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 11.50
Daniel A. Sundeen, Inc., Freight on Safe 29.36
Karl V. Orfield, Postage 5.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 11.05
N. H. Electric Co., Elec, Library Bldg., Apr. 1.85
Edson Eastman Co., Road Agent Payroll sheets 5.68
Karl Orfield, Postage 15.40
Phyllis A. Gove, Selectmens Books, May & June 20.00
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Philip A. Fox, Clerical, Selectmen 50.00
Edson Eastman Co., Head & Poll Warrant Book 7.83
N. H. Electric Co., Elec, Lib. Bldg., May-June 3.70
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 21.15
Karl OrfieKl, Postage 35.00
Pauline Orfield, Copy Poll & Head War. Book 21.00
R. H. Llewellyn Co., Adding Machine Rolls 2.40
Philip A. Fox, Stamps 5.00
N. H. Electric Co., Elec, Lib. Bldg., July 1.85
Phyllis A. Gove, Selectmens Books, July & Aug. 22.00
Phyllis A. Gove, Stamps 5.00
Hunts Accounting Service, Ext. Blotter Book 50.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 11.15
Hampton Publishing Co., Property Tax
Warrant sheets and binders 40.90
Joan Rollins, Type Property Tax War. Books 37.50
N. H. Electric Co., Elec, Lib. Bldg., Aug. 1.85
Sargent Bros., Tax Bills 90.95
Phyllis A. Gove, Selectmens Books, Sept. 12.0D
Karl Orfield, Tax Sale Cost & Postage 190.75
Edson Eastman Co., Abate. Slips and Deeds 5.76
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 14.25
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil, Library Bldg. 20.77
Philip A. Fox, Clerical, Selectmen 50.00
Connor & Durgin, Repair Adding Machine 6.00
Phyllis A. Gove, Selectmens Books, October 10.00
N. H. Electric Co., Elec, Library, Sept. - Oct. 6.42
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 11.85
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil, Library Bldg. 28.63
Edson Eastman Co., Supplies 7.18
Treas., State of N. H., Boat Owners Report 34.44
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone 11.85
N. H. Electric Co., Elec, Lib. Bldg., Nov. 3.02
Phyllis A. Gove, Selectmens Books, Nov. 12.00
Phyllis A. Gove, Stamps 5.00
Karl Orfield, Postage, Mortgage Notices 19.07
Branham Pub. Co., Auto Reference Book 7.60
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Register of Deeds, Transfer Cards 37.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, Supplies 2.64
Phyllis A. Gove, Selectmens Books, Dec. 20.00
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil, Library Bldg. 41.22
$3,038.05
ELECTION & REGISTRATION EXPENSE
Ladies Benevolent Society, Dinners,
Town Meeting- Date $ 23.75
Squampscott Press, Ballots 38.75
Rent of Hail 12.00
Lillian P. Gile, Ballot Clerk 5.00
Roscoe Nowell, Supervisor of Checklist 15.00
Harold Tupper, Supervisor of Checklist 15.00
Carlton Kinder, Supervisor of Checklist 15.00
George Guptill, Moderator 5.00
Assunta Ege, Ballot Clerk 5.00
Herbert Landrigan, Ballot Clerk 5.00
Barbara Clement, Ballot Clerk 5.00
$ 144.50
TOWN BUILDINGS
Holt's Hardware Co., Bulb $ 1.62
Andrew Gordon, Town Clock, 1961-1962 49.00
Holt's Hardware Co., Flue Hole Cover .23
Trico Burner Service, Clean Furnace, Library 16.80
Whiting Window & Roofing Co., Comb.
Windows, Fire House 100.00
Harry Doane, Painting Interior of Library 90.43
Holt's Hardware Co., Paint & Sup., Library 34.10
$ 292.21
POLICE DEPARTMENT
John A. Harney, Police Duty $1,415.50
Robert T. Elliott, Police Duty 1,260.50
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Roy Murray, Police Duty 395.00
Evans Radio Co., Radio Tubes 4.70
Auto Electric Co., Blue Lights 63.20
Manchester Municipal Court, Court Records 29.00
Dept. of Safety, Radio Tube 1.36
$3,169.26
FOREST FIRES
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Ham Road,
John Kiley $ 64.90
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Onway Lake Road 36.05
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Dumping-town Hill,
B & M R. R. 55.48
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Fremont Road 27.95
Treas., State of N. H., Gaskets 2.10
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Boy Scouts Camp 145.55
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Stingy River Road,
Roland McMullen 413.05
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Prescott Road 63.40
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Prescott Road,
Dump 114.20
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Bill Brown Road 19.60
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Griffin's Bridge 142.90
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Prescott Road,
Dump 41.40
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Onway Lake,
Forest Dearborn 45.40
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Governors Lake 205.70
Raymond H. Smith, Warden, Prescott Road,
Dump 65.25
Smith's Garage, Gasoline 5.20
Raymond H. Smith, Forest Fire School 37.79
Demambro Radio Supply Co., Radio Tubes 9.35
$1,495.27
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N. H. Electric Co., Electric, Jan. $ 26.01
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel., Dec. 1962 31.71
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil, Dec. 1962 44.69
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil, Jan. 1963 111.80
American Fire Equipment Co.,
balance due on inner soles 60.00
Philip A. Fox, Furnace Permit 3.00
Holt's Hardware, Supplies 6.50
Ralph A. Brown, Plow Snow (3 days) , 21.00
Robert E. Eccleston, Gas Range 35.00
Fremont Motor Sales, Battery & Labor 45.58
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline 9.39
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil 69.25
Ralph A. Brown, Plow Snow (2 days) 14.00
American LaFrance, Dry Chemical Powder
and Lead Seals 26.00
Carigan Radio Service, F.C.C. Radio Alignment 7.00
Robert Eccleston, Filing Cabinet 33.50
R. H. Llewellyn Co., Supplies & Postage 4.59
DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Radio Tubes 8.17
Hawkins Safety Equipment, 2 doz. pr. gloves
and Postage 40.23
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone, Jan. 34.20
Ai S. Welch, Gas 13.00
Auto Electric Service Co., Truck Chain Pliers 19.40
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, Feb. 25.62
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline 5.06
Ralph A. Brown, Plow Snow (2 days) 14.00
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DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Fire Alarm Bat. 8.02
Halprin Supply Co., Thread Gauge 5.08
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel., Feb. & Mar. 68.00
R. H. Llewellyn Co., Copy Paper & Typewriter
Ribbon 4.70
Boston Recharge Service, Mittens 11.70
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil, March 51.96
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, March 24.59
Halprin Supply Co., Tapewriter Kit & Postage 74.96
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, April 23.88
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil, April 29.70
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline 15.93
Smith's Garage, Motor Oil 12.50
Fremont Motor Sales, Work on Engine #1 43.09
William J. Haine, Light for Engine #1 15.00
Boston Recharge Service, Smoke Ejector 120.00
Maxim Motor Co., Parts for Engine #1 14.50
American-LaFrance, Floor Squigees & Postage 39.23
Boston Recharge Service, Expansion Ring Rem. 16.50
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil, May 15.90
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone, April 34.50
Blanchard Associates Inc., Vulcanizer, Fire
Hoods, Couplings 174.23
DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Batteries 7.41
Philip A. Fox, Postage 7.14
Calvin J. Langford, Set of Statutes &
Supplements 35.00
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil, May 21.03
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, May 22.56
Holt's Hardware, Supplies 24.62
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline & Parts 9.93
Eureka Hose Co., Hose 578.20
Sumner Dodge, State Firemen's Insurance 30.00
Maud Plant, Womens Civic Club,
Care Red Network, 6 mos. 250.00
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline 2.00
DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Bat. & Postage 17.34
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New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone, May 33.70
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, June 17.29
Trico Burner Service, Clean Furnace 18.00
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, July 18.16
Howe Fire Apparatus Co., Equipment Holders 39.15
Auto Electric Service, Spark Plugs 5.22
Tropical Paint Co., Floor Paint 39.36
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline, Oil & Parts 46.02
DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Batteries 6.88
Ralph A. Brown, Truck Radiator 30.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel., June-July 67.90
Edmund G. Blair, Paper & Printing 5.50
Auto Electric Service Co., Bat. Charger Bulb 7.25
Weston Emergency Light Co., Batteries 74.50
Philip A. Fox, Furnace Permit 3.00
Waterhouse Garage,, Gasoline 5.76
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, August 17.72
Blanchard Associates Inc., Water Chemical
and Postage 23.55
Raymond Fruit Co., Food for Fire Fighters 10.85
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone, Aug. 33.85
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, Sept. 18.60
Fremont Motor Sales, Labor on Tank Truck 18.20
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil, September 18.18
Holt's Hardware, Supplies 14.72
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline & Supplies 15.34
DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Radio Repairs 7.46
Whiting Window & Roofing Co., Comb. Windows 260.00
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil, October 15.95
DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Radio Tubes
and Parts 26.90
Smith's Garage, Gasoline 2.30
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel., Sept. 33.95
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil, October 13.00
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline 20.94
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, October 20.69
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel., October 33.80
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Fremont Motor Sales, Labor 3.50
Holt's Hardware, Supplies 16.58
Philip A. Fox, 1963 Fire Dept., Labor 873.00
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, November 21.21
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil, November 29.81
Waterhouse Garage, (Gasoline 1.80
Maud Plant, Womens Civic Club,
Red Network for six months 250.00
DeMambro Radio Supply Co., Radio Tube 1.89
New England Tel. & Tel Co., Tel., November 32.30
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Fuel Oil, December 89.42
Ralph A. Brown, Snow Plow (4 days) 28.00
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline 1.05
Philip A. Fox, Postage 5.00
N. H. Electric Co., Electric, December 35.31
CARE OF TREES
Dept. of Resources & Economic Dev.,
White Pine Blister
Abbott Tree Service, Care of Trees, Trim
Abbott Tree Service, Spray Trees
BOUNTIES
Theron G. Young, Porcupine Noses
Richard Markwith, Porcupine Noses
INSURANCE
Archibald, Bailey & Purinton Agents
:
Fleet Policy
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Chief of Police Bond
Trustee of Trust Funds (Eccleston)
Trustee of Trust Funds (Cote)
Trustee of Trust Funds (Edwards) $2,152.17
Ad(Tl. Premium due to Audit on
Workmens Comp. Policy 76.54
Trustee of Trust Funds 13.59
$2,242.30
VITAL STATISTICS
Robert H. Clement, Statistics $ 61.00
Robert H. Clement, Statistics 8.00
$ 69.00
TOWN DUMP
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker of Dump $ 100.00
Ai S. Welch, Oil for Bulldozer 1.92
Davis Motors, Labor on Carburetor 56.43
New Hampshire Fence Co., Hinge for Fence 4.00
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker of Dump 100.00
Arthur W. Rollins, Plow Snow at Dump 30.00
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Ai S. Welch, Oil for Bulldozer 1.59
Holt's Hardware, New Padlock 3.85
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Charles Perkins, Drive Bulldozer 24.00
New Hampshire Fence Co., Pipe 4.o9
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Ai S. Welch, Oil for Bulldozer 1.59
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Arthur W. Rollins, Move Bulldozer to Garage
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and from Garage to Dump 20.00
Davis Motors, Labor on Bulldozer 13.50
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Charles Perkins, Drive Bulldozer 42.00
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Holt's Hardware, New Padlock 2.50
Ai S. Welch, Oil for Bulldozer 1.59
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Charles Perkins, Drive Bulldozer 20.00
Davis Motors, Repair Bulldozer 9.75
Russell C. Fowler, Caretaker at Dump 100.00
Raymond Service Station, Plow Snow at Dump 4.00
$1,541.31
STREET LIGHTING
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — Jan. $ 232.96
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — Feb. 233.26
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — Mar. 232.86
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — Apr. 232.76
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — May 232.85
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — June 232.75
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — July 232.65
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — Aug. 232.95
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — Sept. 226.09
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — Oct. 225.59
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — Nov. 225.89
N. H. Electric Co., Street Lights — Dec. 273.79
I. C. Reed & Sons Inc., Christmas Lights 280.93
$3,095.33
TOWN ROAD AID
Treasurer, State of N. H., T.R.A. $ 586.70
Treasurer, State of N. H., State Aid 3,911.34
$4,498.04
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LIBRARY
Dudley Tucker Library, Appropriation $ 400.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — Nov. '62 $ 577.78
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — Dec-Jan. 1,272.28
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — Feb. 427.78
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — Mar. 401.53
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — Apr.-May 618.99
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — June 349.28
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — July 343.73
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — Aug. 343.73
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — Sept. 343.73
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — Oct. 504.91
State of N. H. Welfare, 0. A. A. — Nov. 558.07
$5,741.81
TOWN WELFARE
Raymond Drug, Medicine $ 17.90
Raymond Taxi, Transportation to Doctor 4.00
Prescott's Market, Welfare 20.00
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 45.73
Rockingham County Home, Services
at Home & Hospital 19.50
Raymond Drug, Medicine 15.25
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 53.40
Rockingham County Home, Services
at Home & Hospital 201.50
Raymond Taxi, Transportation to Doctor 15.00
Raymond Drug, Medicine 17.80
Joseph A. Proulx, Fuel Oil 9.10
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 41.57
Elliott Hospital, Services 5.00
Rockingham County Home, Services
at Home & Hospital 105.00
Raymond Drug, Medicine 19.70
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 35.90
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Rockingham County Home, Services
at Home & Hospital 41.00
Elliott Hospital, Services 5.00
Exeter Hospital, Services 3.00
Rockingham County Home, Services
at Home & Hospital 171.00
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 8.09
Prescott Store, Welfare 261.00
Rockingham County Home, Services
at Home & Hospital 731.16
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 52.85
Rockingham County Home, Services
at Home & Hospital 150.00
Herman Sander, M.D., Services 18.00
Exeter Hospital, Services 234.99
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 62.98
Rockingham County Home, Services
at Home & Hospital 155.00
$2,520.42
HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT FUND
Trustee of Trust Fund, Use of Grader,
Fremont
MEMORIAL DAY
Raymond Consolidated School, Band
Rev. Richard Johnson, Speaker
Dot's Flower Shop, Flowers
Holt's Department Store, Flags




William E. Downe, Street Banner
Hampton Publishers, Stationery
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Down Sign Co., 12 Lettered Signs 150.00
Raymond Building & Supply Co.,
Plywood for signs 30.72
William H. Roberts, Postmaster, Stamps 50.00
Holt's Stores, Cardboard for Posters 10.00
$ 493.72
PARKS
Walter Lyman, Work on Common $ 30.00
Walter Lyman, Work on Common 25.50
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, Fertilizer 2.35
Bartletts Greenhouse, Plants for Common 28.80
Walter Lyman, Work on Common 24.00
Walter Lyman, Work on Common 24.00
Walter Lyman, Work on Common 21.00
Walter Lyman, Work on Common 24.00
Walter Lyman, Work on Common 24.00
Walter Lyman, Work on Common 10.50
$ 214.15
HYDRANT RENTAL
Raymond Water Department, 1963 Hydrant
Rental $1,000.00
CEMETERIES
Jack Stilkey, Repair Pipe $ 12.00
Ai S. Welch, Use Tractor & Loam 68.00
Paul Edwards, Labor at Cemetery 48.00
John P. Markiewicz, Labor at Cemetery 158.00
Ernest Cote, Labor at Cemetery 90.40
Lowell Stationery Co., Binder, Sheets & Index 13.04
Jack Stilkey, Repair Pipe 15.00
Ernest A. Cote, Labor at Cemetery 111.20
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John P. Markiewicz, Labor at Cemetery 47.20
Paul Edwards, Labor at Cemetery 92.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Gravel & Grading
Drive in Old Pine Grove Cemetery 370.00
$1,024.84
DOG DAMAGES AND EXPENSES
Edson Eastman Co., Dog Tags $ 30.53
Wheeler & Clark, Dog Tags & Book 32.53
$ 63.06
LEGAL EXPENSES
George R. Scammon, Legal Service $ 500.00
DISCOUNTS & ABATEMENTS
Eli N. Marcotte Inc., Abatement $ 21.60
Elsun Corporation, Auto Permit 38.26
Dennis Strandell, Abatement 2.75
Eddie Allaire, Abatement 14.00
Velma Downing, Abatement 54.00
Samuel Pratt, Jr., Auto Permit 3.33
$ 133.94
INTEREST
Rockingham National Bank, Interest on
Fire Truck Loan $ 97.50
Rockingham National Bank, Interest on
Fire Truck Loan 97.50
Exeter Banking Co., Int. on Anticipation Loan 468.40
$ 663.40
NEW CONSTRUCTION
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire,
Partial payment for Bridge $7,420.33
Daniel A. Sundeen Inc., Safe, Tax Collector $ 331.20
Exeter Banking Co., Anticipation Loan 65,000.00
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Rockingham National Bank, Loan Payment,
Fire Truck 1,000.00
W. H. Lothrop, Treas., County Tax 9,323.01
State Treasurer, Head Tax,
Dec. 1, 1962 - Nov. 30, 1963 4,660.50
Raymond School District, 1962-63
Appropriation balance 73,025.32
Raymond School District, 1963-64
Appropriations to date 65,000.00
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT — MAINTENANCE
January 1 ? 1963 — December 31, 1963
JANUARY
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Trucks $ 784.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 103.00
Clyde Maynard, Labor 249.81
Harold Brown, Labor 279.71
Gordon Cammett, Labor 3.32
Loren Welch, Labor 94.62
Wilfred Greenwood, Labor 18.26
Ai S. Welch, Truck & Loader 117.88
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Trucks 545.40
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Gravel 6.26
Granite State Asphalt, Cold Patch 6.17
Granite State Minerals Inc., Salt 1,615.13
$ 3,823.56
FEBRUARY
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Trucks $ 788.12
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 123.00
Clyde Maynard, Labor 214.14
Harold Brown, Labor 201.69
Fred Richards, Labor 11.62
Loren Welch, Labor 102.92
Wilfred Greenwood, Labor 82.17
Gordon Cammett, Labor 90.47
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Robert Wason, Labor 84.66
Ai S. Welch, Truck & Loader 156.56
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Truck & Tractor 852.44
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Labor on Grader 55.00
Granite State Asphalt, Cold Patch 28.81
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand 71.34
$ 2,862.94
MARCH
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Trucks $ 563.20
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 80.00
Harold Brown, Labor 74.70
Clyde Maynard, Labor 95.45
Robert Wason, Labor 34.03
Loren Welch, Labor 5.81
Gordon Cammett, Labor 57.27
Palmer Hurd, Labor 6.64
Reginald Brown, Jr., Labor 18.75
Ai S. Welch, Truck 41,04
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Trucks 263.30
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Labor 24.00
Granite State Minerals Inc., Salt 1,321.86
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Gravel 30.32
Granite State Asphalt Co., Cold Patch 10.80
$ 2,627.17
APRIL
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand $ 18.54
Granite State Asphalt Co,, Cold Patch 22.05
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Trucks 79.30
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 15.00
Reginald Brown, Jr., Labor 21.00
$ 155.89
MAY
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Trucks, Power Saw $ 225.81
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 122.00
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Reginald Brown, Jr., Labor 7.50
Clyde Maynard, Labor 91.30
William Downing, Labor 24.00
Granite State Asphalt Co., Cold Patch 51.30
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Trucks 50.04
JUNE
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Trucks
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor
Granite State Asphalt Co., Cold Patch
JULY
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Trucks
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Truck
Granite State Asphalt Co., Cold Patch
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., Culverts
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand
AUGUST
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Trucks
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Truck
Granite State Asphalt Co., Cold Patch
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand
SEPTEMBER $' 385.63
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck $ 268.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 60.50
Ronald Quimby, Labor 119.25
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Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Truck 29.75
Granite State Asphalt Co., Cold Patch 16.71
OCTOBER
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor
Ronald Quimby, Labor
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Tractor
Granite State Asphalt Co., Cold Patch
NOVEMBER
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Trucks
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor
Ronald Quimby, Labor
Robert Wason, Labor
Granite State Minerals Co., Salt
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand
$ 876.55
DECEMBER
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck $ 711.50
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 81.00
Robert Wason, Labor 31.54
Ronald Quimby, Labor 80.51
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor 213.31
Loren Welch, Labor 76.36
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Trucks 560.58
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Labor 28.00
Clyde Maynard, Labor 51.46
Nelson Smith, Labor 64.74
Ai S. Welch, Truck 12.16
Granite State Asphalt Co., Cold Patch 48.62
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R. C. Hazelton Co., Aluminum Culvert 89.60
$ 2,051.34
TOTAL $15,490.46
The Highway Dept. is paid weekly, however, this report
is made out on a monthly basis. Labor is reported as
net earnings.
GOVERNOR'S DRIVE
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck $ 79.50
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 2.00
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor 24.00
Lyman Hammond, Sr., Backhoe 38.50
Lyman Hammond, Sr., Shovel 31.50
I. C. Reed & Sons Inc., Blasting 63.01
Lyman Hammond, Jr., Truck 53.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 20.00
Ronald Quimby, Labor 7.50
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Truck 53.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Loader 50.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 119.75
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 27.00
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor 13.50
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Tractor 31.50
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Gravel 18.14
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Tractor 80.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Truck 71.55
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 121.90
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 40.00
Lyman Hammond, Sr., Truck 106.00
Lyman Hammond, Sr., Tractor 112.00
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Gravel 30.58
$ 1,193.93
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
GENERAL EXPENSES
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., Snow Plow Parts $ 164.99
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 80.17
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., Truck Chains 95.51
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 50.36
Holt's Hardware, Supplies 42.43
N. H. Electric Co., Electric 11.83
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., Parts .32
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., Repair Starter
for Grader 63.88
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., Spring 19.47
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., Parts 11.36
Davis Motors, Repair Plow 12.90
MacDongall Truck Body, Welding 4.00
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline .63
Lyman R. Hammond, Sr., Blade for Wiper 3.50
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 92.83
N. H. Electric Co., Electric 10.52
Lee Welding Service, Repair Plow & Wing 15.00
Smith's Garage, Gasoline 1.30
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 8.52
Waterhouse Garage, Gasoline 2.00
N. H. Electric Co.," Electric 2.74
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 6.15
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 6.65
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 34.89
C. W. Phillips Co., Street Brooms 5.00
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., Wiper Motor 26.15
Waterhouse Garage, Tire, Tube, Labor
Sand Spreader 14.40
Sanel Products, Signs, Road Bombs 22.70
Waterhouse Garage, Welding 5.00
Sanel Products, Crossing Signs 25.00
N. H. Electric Co., Electric 1.71
New Hampshire Fence Co., Sign Posts 16.81
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., Parts 3.72
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N. H. Electric Co., Electric 2.92
MacDougall Truck Body, Welding Blade on
on Snow Plow 14.00
Ai S. Welch, Fuel Oil 13.46
N. H. Electric Co., Electric 6.58
E. W. Systrom, Parts 80.65
$ 980.05
TARRING
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck $ 119.25
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 45.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 49.20
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor 16.50
Reginald Brown, Jr., Labor 30.75
Loren Brown, Labor 30.75
Ai S. Welch, Truck 72.85
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 106.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 31.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 63.55
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor 10.50
Reginald Brown, Jr., Labor 30.00
Loren Brown, Labor 30.00
Ai S. Welch, Truck 75.20
Mystic Bituminous Co., Tar 703.37
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand 45.19
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 135.15
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 54.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 43,05
Loren Brown, Labor 36.75
Bruce Purinton, Labor 36.75
Ai S. Welch, Truck 58.75
Mystic Bituminous Co., Tar 744.96
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand 50.42
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 166.95
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 47.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 57.40
Loren Brown, Labor 47.25
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Bruce Purinton, Labor 47.25
Ai S. Welch, Truck 129.25
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand 51.74
Mystic Bituminous Co., Tar 807.59
Lyman Hammond, Jr., Truck 53.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 21.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 16.40
Ronald Quimby, Labor 15.75
Ai S. Welch, Truck 25.85
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand 78.48
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand 16.46
Mystic Bituminous Co., Tar 1,164.49
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 47.70
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 14.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 20.50
Ronald Quimby, Labor 18.00
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor 5.25
Ai S. Welch, Truck 21.15
Reginald Brown, Jr., Labor 13.50
Mystic Bituminous Co., Tar 551.25
Lyman Hammond, Jr., Truck 76.85
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 25.00
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 24.60
Ronald Quimby, Labor 21.75
Ai S. Welch, Truck 42.30
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand 27.55
Mystic Bituminous Co., Tar 517.73
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Truck 63.60
Lyman R. Hammond, Jr., Labor 38.00
Ronald Quimby, Labor 28.50
Donald Smith, Jr., Labor 10.50
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand 16.89
Mystic Bituminous Co., Tar 137.12
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Co., Sand 20.16
$ 7,106.70
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TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT
January 1, 1963 — December 31, 1963
RECEIPTS
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1962 $54,029.04
Received from:
Karl V. Orfield, Tax Coll. $195,799.13
Robert H. Clement, Town Clerk 14,459.56
State of New Hampshire
:
Int. & Dividend Tax $1,746.57
Head Tax Reimb. 31.00
Savings Bank Taxes, 1962 729.70
Savings Bank Taxes, 1963 857.69
Railroad Taxes, 1962 29.55
State Forestry Dept. 602.32
Road Toll Tax 22.16
Public Welfare Dept. 58.63
Public Works & Highways 3,911.34
7,988.96
Pistol Permits 20.00
Town of Fremont, Use of Grader 36.00
Town of Fremont,
Driver for Grader 16.00
Cemetery Lots 275.00
Vet. of Foreign Wars, Beano Permits 110.00
Exeter Banking Company —
Anticipation Loan 65,000.00
Rockingham National Bank —
Capital Stock Tax 4.00
First Nat. Bank of Rochester —
Capital Stock Tax 1.00
Shute & Engel, Laura Gendron Acct. 188.50
Philip A. Fox, Mabel Fox Acct. 903.50
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Priscilla Roberts,
Ralph Sanborn Account 695.50
Mrs. Ernest Maxham,
Ernest Maxham Account 90.66







Forest Fire Refund 34.00
Philip A. Fox, Telephone 2.40
Forestry Dept., Use of Trucks 195.00
Town of Nottingham,





Cash on Hand, December 31, 1963 41,588.28
$339,907.25
Exeter Co-operative Bank, Book No. 4605
Money left to Town of Raymond
by Harry Heath $515.10
Interest 20.80
$535.90
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REPORT OF RAYMOND WATER DEPARTMENT
TREASURER
January 1, 1963 — December 31, 1963
RECEIPTS
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1962 $ 1,851.24
Received from Water Commissioners 13,327.26
$15,178.50
EXPENDITURES
Water Commissioners Orders $12,024.47
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1963 3,154.03
$15,178.50
TREASURER'S REPORT OF
RAYMOND WATER IMPROVEMENT ACCOUNT
RECEIPTS





Cash on Hand, December 31, 1963 $1,540.00
$1,540.40
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RAYMOND WATER DEPARTMENT
Expenditures :





Salary of Clerk 350.00
Salary of Treasurer 50.00





Salary of Commissioners $ 300.00
Bond & Interest Payment 7,886.00
General Maintenance 68.00
Meter Maintenance 212.45
Material & Suppplies 531.67
8,998.12
TOTAL PAYMENTS $12,024.47
Cash Balance, Dec. 31, 1963 3,154.03
$15,178.50
Cash Balance, January 1, 1963 $ 1,851.24
Collections, 1963 12,327.26
Hydrant Rental 1,000.00
Balance Due January 1, 1963 $ 3,080.87
$15,178.50
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Billing 1963 15,027.89
$18,108.76
Cash Received 1963 13,327.26
Balance Outstanding $4,781.50
Outstanding Water Accounts




















Water bills are mailed the last of:
January - April - July - October
WATER BILLS MUST BE PAID IF YOU WISH TO
CONTINUE TO ENJOY THE PRIVILEGE OF USING
AS MUCH WATER AS YOU DESIRE.
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
iceipts from January 1, 1963 to December 31, 1963:
1962 Auto Permits $ 106.31
1963 Auto Permits 14,002.75
$14,109.06
1962 Dog License 2.00
1962 Dog Penalty .50
1963 Dog Licenses 318.00
119 Males at 2.00
12 Females at 5.00
1 Kennel at 20.00
1963 Dog Penalties 13.00
333.50
1963 Filing Fees 17.00
17.00
$14,459.56
I have paid to the Town Treasurer, January
1, 1963 to December 31, 1963,
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TAX COLLECTOR'S SALE
September 28, 1963
Dean & Beatrice Beneville, 80A. Land &
Bldg., Harriman Road $412.01
Virginia L. Brown, Land & Bldg., Old Man-
chester Road 77.45
Hugh & Hazel Campbell, 3A. Land & Bldg.,
Fremont Road 230.55
Frank & Bertha Cole, 25A, Land & Bldg.,
Prescott Road 185.21
Frank & Lalia Cole, 3 1/2A. Land & Bldg., Rte.
101 247.55
Willis French, Boat 9.41
Oscar Gagne, 1/5 A. Land & Bldg., Notting-
ham Road 88.81
Andrew J. Gordon, Land & Bldg., Epping St. 400.65
Roy E. & Ruby Hutchins, Land & Bldg.,
Hutchins Drive (off Epping St.) 173.85
Rodney Hardy, 4A. Land & Bldg., Long Hill 37.75
Oliver M. & Natalie Healey, 4A. Land &.
Bldg., Todd Road to Lane Road 139.85
Irvin E. Hutchins, 7A. Land & Bldg., Moun-
tain Road 117.15
James Keddy, 3A. Land & Bldg., Chester Rd. 400.65
Robert & Joan Prue, 1A. Land & Cellar, Bat-
chelder Road 30.30
William & Doris Palmer, 1/8 A. Land & Bldg.
Nottingham Road 128.51
Walter R. & Carole Patrick, 6A. Land & Bldg.
Batchelder Road 145.51
Florence Raymond, Land & Bldg. Old Man-
chester Road 94.45
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Roy E. & Ruby Hutchins, Land & Bldg.,
Hutchins Drive (off Epping St.) 173.85
Kenneth Smart, 1A. Land & Bldg., Harri-
man Road 117.15
Fay Smith, Land & Bldg., Epping Street 128.51
Wilbur Sweet, Boat 9.41
Alfred Thibeault, 44A. Land & Bldg., 1 Room
Camp, Mountain Road 103.01
Alfred Thibeault, 16A. Land, Mountain Road 16.20
George Wallace, Land & Bldg. Harriman Rd. 43.45
Waterhouse Garage,, Land & Garage, Main St. 2,532.55
Luther Wason (heirs), 100A. Land & Bldg.,
Harriman Road 88.81
J. Russell & Martha Welch, 45A. Land &
Bldg., Fremont Road 117(35
Fred Whitman, Land & Bldg., Prescott Rd. 60.45
Robert Raymond, 150x150 Land & Trailer,
Mountain Road 77.45
Howard Brown, 2A. Land, Prescott Road 4.89
George H. Browning, Lots 57 & 57 Dustin
Shores, Route No. 101 37.75
Bertha Irene Cole, 30A. Prescott Road 20.75
Leroy Hutchins, Trailer, Prescott Road 32.11
Eleanor & James Keough, Lots 47-48-49 Dus-
tin Shores, Route No. 101 54.81
Stanley & Cora Morse, Land & Bldg., Onway
Lake 63.15
Malcolm & Lena Noyes, 152x172 Land, Chester
Road 9.41
Richard C. Pugsley (heirs), Land & Bldg.,
Lot 14A (Brisse) 105.81
Alfred & Rose Zimny, Lot 73 F. & Bldg.
(Brisse) 54.81
TOTAL OF TAX SALE $6,771.14
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY AGENT
We came out very good on our budget last year, al-
though an overdraft was noted on Maintenance. Storms
occuring in December can easily cause Maintenance
Budgets to overrun, where otherwise there would be an
unexpended balance. The appropriation for Tarring was
expended very accurately.
Our Town Road Aid project was completed on Lane
Road. With the balance left we shall proceed to work on
Green Road, a part to be completed this Summer. This
work is completed by the New Hampshire Department
of Public Works and Highways and under the super-
vision of the State Highway Engineers.
The Town should consider doing something about a
satisfactory salt storage facility. The Town Highway
Garage, now being used, is inadequate. There should
also be something done about a Highway Garage, or
money spent on the present one. Even though it has a
truss roof we have at present two posts to give it added
support. We have a very serious drainage problem and
find that salt, water and equipment do not mix very well.
It has been noted, by me, that within the past few
years the Town has accepted some streets and roads
with a very narrow right of way, making some of them
impossible to maintain properly. This is especially true
in regards to cutting of trees, that not only shade the
road but interferes with water drainage and promotes
icy conditions. On some roads and streets at the point
of the Town right of way, or even on Town land, there
are walls being built at the line where the drainage
ditch is supposed to be, preventing proper snow plowing
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thereby forcing the water to run down the road bed
causing icy conditions.
The Towns acceptance of some roads, that are merely
a right of way, means we will have to raise considerable
money for the cutting of large trees in the direct right
of way, bulldozing stumps, blasting of rocks and ledge,
hauling away the refuse and preparing a proper road
bed. The next alternative is to discontinue the right of
way, reverting the title back to the developers and/or
abutters. Then as houses are built or land developed
the road would be built by the builder or developer to
meet the minimum New Hampshire Department of
Public Works and Highways standards for Class V
roads, before being presented for acceptance by the
Town. This has been reccommended by the N. H. State
Secondary Roads Engineer and of which other towns
have found necessary to adopt.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank the Town
Officers and the Citizens of Raymond for the co-opera-
tion and assistance extended to me this past year.
Respectfully submitted,
LYMAN R. HAMMOND, JR.
Road Agent
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DUDLEY - TUCKER LIBRARY
RESOURCES
No. of bound volumes at begin, of year 4,992
Number of bound volumes
purchased and donated 150
Federal, State & Town documents added 6
5,148
Deduct the number of volumes discarded 35
Total number of volumes owned at end of year 5,113
Number of magazines 17
SERVICES





Number of magazines loaned 699
Total circulation for year 3,609
Total number of active borrowers during year 150
ALICE M. WASON,
Librarian
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TREASURER'S REPORT
DUDLEY - TUCKER LIBRARY
January 1, 1963 to December 31, 1963
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1963 $ 20.62
Received from:
Town Appropriation 400.00
Gift— Mrs. Margaret Cross Batty
& Dr. Jean F. Huddleston 1,000.00





Mrs. Harry Brown, Magazines 65.00
Raymond Consolidated School, Mag. 3.50
Gaylord Bros, Inc., Books 7.30
Carl Reed, Electrical Fixtures 150.00
Treasurer's Expenses 3.00
TOTAL EXPENSES $615.33
Balance Checking Account 805.29
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RAYMOND FIRE DEPARTMENT
To the Selectmen & Citizens of Raymond:
The following is a brief resume of the activities of the
Fire Department for the year 1963.
We had a total of 59 alarms, 23 were bell or outside
alarms and 36 were still alarms. We answered 9 Mutual
Aid calls, and had 5 false alarms. Our losses were very
minor, the worst being the old Griffin Mill.
I wonder how many of our Citizens realize what a
nice insurance rate we enjoy inside the hydrant dis-
trict. We are rated the same as the city of Somersworth,
the towns of Derry and Exeter. The towns surrounding
Raymond pay from $2.20 to 4.80 per thousand more
than we do in Raymond.
Outside of our tank truck which is beyond repair our
equipment is in good shape. The tank truck must be
replaced if we are to give our residents who live out-
side the hydrant district the adequate protection they
deserve.
Respectfully submitted,
P. A. FOX, Chief
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RAYMOND POLICE DEPARTMENT
This is the third annual report of the Raymond Police
Department that I am privileged to prepare.
The year 1963 was by far the best and in fact the
safest year that has been recorded by your Police De-
partment. Even though there was an increase in ac-
cidents, most of these were minor.
This department shows an increase in most every
facet of duty it performs, and a decrease in crimes and
Motor Vehicle offenses committed within the town lim-
its.
Many questions have arisen in the past about the
night patrol and why so much time is spent doing it.
I feel the record of 1963 clearly shows the benefits of
this patrol, in the fact that there were no major breaks
that constituted a serious loss to any merchant or place
of business. Compared to some of our surrounding towns
this is a tremendous record. Almost every police official
of these other towns are going to adopt some of our
same policies for 1964.
The second and biggest phase of this department's
work is Motor Vehicle, and although there were more
accidents this year, motor vehicle infractions show a
decrease. In regard to the decrease in Motor Vehicle in-
fractions, this is due primarily to the attitude shown
by the younger drivers of this town and the cooperation
they have given this department. I feel they should be
commended for both.
Activities such as the school dances put on by the
school and other interested parties remained on a par
with the past year and these functions are gladly cover-
ed by this department.
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank Officer
Robert Elliott and others for their help and cooperation
for the past year and the citizens of Raymond for their




POLICE STATISTICS FOR 1963
Accidents 51
Ambulance (>
Assist to Other Dept. 10
Complaints Answered 73
Breaking and Entering 6











Racing and Speeding 7







Warnings and Check-ups 237

REPORT
















Submitted herewith is the Audit Report for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 1963, as made by Hunt's Accounting Service,
as requested by the vote of your Town.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
All Departments of the Town Government were audited: The
Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Clerk, Trustees
of Trust Funds, Library and Water Department.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Exhibit A-l contains a Comparative Balance Sheet for the
fiscal years ended December 31, 1962 and December 31, 1963.
This Exhibit reflects the Assets and the Liabilities at the close
of each year. The financial condition of the Town of Raymond
shows a Net Debt of $42,778.94 at the close of 1963, a decrease
of $15,160.47. Exhibit A-2 gives the details of the decrease.
Exhibit A-3 shows appropriations as raised by the Town vote,
receipts and reimbursements of appropriations, expenditures and
balances unexpended or over-expended The final over-expended
balances of appropriations was $5,545.14.
Exhibit A-4 shows anticipated revenues and amounts actually
received by the Town. The final excess of revenues was $14,721.93
and by subtracting overdrafts of appropriations, this will give a
net budget surpuls of $9,176.79.
DEPARTMENTS
Exhibits B-l through G shows various Town Officers' accounts.
Exhibit H shows Long Term Indebtedness and Exhibit I shows
Town Officers' Surety Bonds.
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All monies were accounted for by reconciling with depository
banks.
Verification notices were sent on all delinquent taxes for the
1963 levy.
GENERAL COMMENTS
The general financial condition improved during the year. All
Town Officers' records were in good condition.
The Water accounts receivables increased during the year to
$4,781.50, an increase of $1,700.63 over 1962. These accounts are
much too large and many of them are years old.
Many thanks to the Officials of the Town, for the assistance









This is to certify that the accounts and records of the Town of
Raymond have been audited for the fiscal year ended December
31, 1963.
The following Exhibits show the financial condition, revenue










A-l—Comparative Balance Sheets — As of December 31,
1962 and December 31, 1963
A-2—Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
A-3—Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expen-
ditures
A-4—Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Rev-
enues and Budget Summary-
Treasurer:
B-l—Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures
B-2—Summary of Treasurer's Account and Proof of Balance
Tax Collector:
C-l—Summary of Warrant - Levy of 1963
C-2—Summary of Warrants - Levies of Prior Years
C-3—Summary of Tax Sale Accounts
Town Clerk:
D —Statement of Town Clerk's Accounts
Trust Funds:
E —Summary of Trust Fund Principal, Income and Invest-
ments
Water Department:
F-l—Statement of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Bal-
ance — General Fund
F-2—Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Bal-
ance — Water Improvement Account
F-3—Summary of Water Department Accounts Receivable
Ledger
Dudley Tucker Library:
G —Statement of Dudley Tucker Library Account and Proof
of Balance
Indebtedness :
H —Statement of Long Term Indebtedness, Showing An-
nual Maturities of Principal and Interest
Surety Bonds:
I —Town Officers' Surety Bonds




As of December 31, 1962 and December 31, 1963
ASSETS
Cash:
Dec. 31, 1962 Dec. 31, 1963
Town Treasurer $54,029.04 $41,588.28
Special Water Funds
(Contra) 1,540.40 1,540.40
Tax Collector 7.00 8.00






State of New Hampshire:
Bounties 1.00 5.00
Capital Reserve Fund: (Contra)
Highway Equipment $ 1,765.23 $ 5,902.65
Sale of Shoe Factory 10,248.02 10,928.65





























Uncollected State Head Taxes
:
State Acct. (Contra) $ 1,810.00 $ 1,910.00
Town Account 586.00 456.00
2,396.00 2,366.00
Total Assets $123,136.96 $141,792.00
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Net Debt 57,939.41 42,778.94
Total Assets and Net Debt $181,076.37 $184,570.94
LIABILITIES
Dec. 31, 1962 Dec. 31, 1963
Accounts Owed By Town :
Due Tax Collector —
Excess Remittance $ 2.02 $ 4.02
Special Water Funds
(Contra) 1,540.40 1,540.40
Selectmen's Fund 505.00 535.90
$ 2,047.42 $ 2,080.32
Unexpended Bal. of Appropriations:
New Constr.-Bridges $ 9,000.00 $ 7,579.67
New Bldgs. & Lands 600.00
9,000.00 8,179.67
Due State of New Hampshire:
State Head Taxes:
Uncollected (Contra) $ 1,810.00 $ 1,910.00
Coll.-Not Remitted 180.00 160.00
1,990.00 2,070.00
2% Bond & Debt Tax:
Uncollected $ 166.94 $ 279.69
Coll.-Not Remitted 333.44 514.42
500.38 794.11
Due School District 73,025.32 78,025.86
Capital Reserve Fund: (Contra)
Highway Equipment $ 1,765.23 $ 5,902.65
Sale of Shoe Factory 10,248.02 10,928.65
Police & Ambulance Fund 2,500.00 2,589.68
14,513.25 19,420.98
Long Term Notes:
Fire Truck 6,000.00 5,000.00
Bonds Outstanding:
Water Improvement Bonds 74,000.00 69,000.00
Total Liabilities $181,076.37 $184,570.94
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EXHIBIT A-2
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963
Net Debt - December 31, 1962 $57,939.41
Net Debt - December 31, 1963 42,778.94
Net Decrease in Debt $15,160.47
Analysis of Change
Decreases:
Long Term Notes Paid $ 1,000.00
Bonds Paid 5,000.00
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EXHIBIT A-4
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual
Revenues and Budget Summary
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963
SOURCE Estimated Actual Excess Deficit





Int. Received on Taxes
Bus. Lie, Permits & Fees
Dog Licenses
Motor Vehicle Permits
Income from Trust Funds
Sale of Cemetery Lots
Forest Fire Income
Sale of Gravel
Com. on State Head Taxes
Nat. Bank Stock Tax
Added Taxes
Taxes Committed in Excess of
Budgetary Requirements 11,100.55 11,100.55


















Net Revenue Surplus $14,721.93
Overdrafts of Appropriations $ 8,475.71
Unexp. Balances of Appropriations 2,930.57
Net Overdraft of Appropriations 5,545.14
Net Budget Surplus $9,176.79
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EXHIBIT B-l
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures







National Bank Stock Taxes 5.00




Property Taxes $ 41,534.45
Poll Taxes 516.00
State Head Taxes 1,690.00
Yield Taxes 819.44
44,559.89
Interest on Taxes 1,626.72
Penalties on State Head Taxes 169.20
Tax Sales Redeemed 2,721.16
$195,804.13
From State of New Hampshire:
Interest & Dividends Tax $ 1,746.57
Railroad Tax 29.55
Savings Bank Tax—1963 857.69
Savings Bank Tax—1962 729.70
Old Age Assist. Recoveries 58.63
Gas Tax Refunds 22.16
T.R.A. Advance 3,911.34
Rent of Equipment—Fire 225.00
Head Tax Reimbursement 31.00
Forest Fire Reimbursement 582.32
8,193.96
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From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Motor Vehicle Permits $14,109.06
Dog Licenses 320.50
Bus. Lie, Permits & Filing Fees 156.00
Penalties—Dogs 13.00
Income From Departments:
Town Poor Reimbursements $ 1,878.16
Fire Dept. Reimbursements 74.00




Receipts Other Than Current Revenue *
Temporary Loans $65,000.00




Balance — January 1, 1963 54,029.04
Grand Total $339,907.25
An item of $3,931.44, which was stated to be the proceeds from
the sale of gravel was deposited directly with the Trustees rather
than being recorded through the Treasurer's records.
EXPENDITURES
General Government:
Town Officers' Salaries $ 2,891.71
Town Officers' Expenses 3,083.05
Election & Registration 99.50
Town Hall & Other Town Bldgs. 292.21
•otection of Persons & Property
:
•
Police Department $ 3,169.26














Town Road Aid 4,498.04
Street Lighting 3,095.33












Parks & Playgrounds 214.15
Public Service Enterprises:




Damages & Legal, Including
Dog Damage $ 563.06
Taxes Bought By Town 6,771.14
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds 133.94
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Highway Equipment Fund 36.00
7,504.14
Interest Paid:
Long Term Notes $ 195.00
Temporary Loans 468.40
663.40
New Construction & Improvements:
State Aid Construction $ 7,420.33
Town Road—Gov. Lake Road 1,193.93




Long Term Notes 1,000.00
$ 66,000.00
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
State of New Hampshire:







Total Expenditures • $298,318.97
Balance — December 31, 1963 41,588.28
Grand Total $339,907.25
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EXHIBIT B-2
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Summary of Treasurer's Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963
Balance - December 31, 1962 $ 54,029.04
Receipts During- Year 285,878.21
$339,907.25
Expenditures During Year 298,318.97
Balance - December 31, 1963 $41,588.28
Proof of Balance
Balance in the Exeter Banking Co.,
Per Statement of December 30, 1963 $ 29,902.42
Add: Deposits Not Credited
December 31, 1963 $13,250.61
January 6, 1964 6,800.61
20,051.22
$ 49,953.64
Less: Outstanding Checks 8,365.36
Reconciled Bank Balance - Dec. 31, 1963
Special Fund
Gift to the Town of Raymond :
Balance - January 1, 1963 $505.00
Interest Earned 30.90
$41,588.28
Balance - December 31, 1963 * $535.90
* Deposited in the Exeter Co-operative Bank, Account No. S4605
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EXHIBIT C-l
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Summary of Warrant Levy of 1963
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963
— DR. —


































Property Taxes $ 5,711.74
Poll Taxes 50.00
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EXHIBIT D
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Statement of Town Clerk's Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963
— DR. —









412651 - 412678) 14,002.75
$14,109.06
Dog Licenses Issued:
1962- lat$ 2.00 $ 2.00
1963 -119 at $ 2.00 238.00
12 at $ 5.00 60.00








a/c Motor Vehicle Permits $14,109.06
a/c Dog Licenses & Penalties 333.50
a/c Filing Fees 17.00
Cash on Hand - Dec. 31, 1963 $14,459.56
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EXHIBIT E
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Summary of Trust Fund Principal, Income and Investments










Jan. 1 , 1963 During Yr.























Balance Earned Expended Balance
Jan. 1, 1963 During Yr. During Yr. Dec.31,1963





$2,684.52 $2,377.49 $1,103.00 $3,959.01
TOTAL
Principal & Income - December 31, 1963
Cemetery Funds $28,895.65
Library Funds 5,049.99
Highway Equipment Fund 5,902.65
Factory Building Fund 10,928.65
Police & Ambulance Building Funds 2,589.68
Totals $53,366.62
INVESTMENTS
Amoskeag Savings Bank $42,437.97
Manchester. Federal Savings & Loan Assoc. 10,928.65
$53,366.62
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EXHIBIT F-l
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Water Department — General Fund
Statement of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963












Salary of Clerk $350.00
Salary of Treasurer 50.00



















Balance - December 31, 1963
12,024.47
$3,154.03
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Proof of Balance
Balance in The Exeter Banking Co.
As Per Statement Dated
December 30, 1963 $ 2,410.10
Less: Outstanding Checks 1,173.27
$ 1,236.83
Add: Deposit Not Credited 1,917.20
Reconciled Balance - Dec. 31, 1963 $3,154.03




Summary of Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963
Balance - January 1, 1963 $1,540.40
No Activity During Year
$1,540.40
Proof of Balance
Balance in the Rockingham National Bank—
As per Statement Dated November 29, 1963 $1,540.40
EXHIBIT F-3
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Summary of Water Department Accounts Receivable Ledger
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963
Balance - January 1, 1963 $ 3,080.87
Billings During Year 15,027.89
$18,108.76
Less: Credits:
Remittances to Treasurer 13,327.26
Balance - December 31, 1963 $4,781.50
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EXHIBIT G
TOWN OF RAYMOND
Statement of Dudley Tucker Library Account! & Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963
Balance - January 1, 1963 $ 18.62
Receipts:
Town Appropriation $ 400.00
Gift 1,000.00










Balance - December 31, 1963
Proof of Balance
Balance in the Rockingham National Bank
As Per Statement Dated Dec. 31, 1963
Add. Deposit Not Credited - Jan. 4, 1964
Less: Outstanding Checks
Cash on Hand - December 31, 1963
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TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Raymond in the
(L. S.) County of Rockingham in said State, qualified
to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Raymond School
Auditorium in said Raymond on Tuesday, the tenth day
of March, next at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary
to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make
appropriations of the same.
3. To see what action the town will take relative to
the playing of Beano in the Town of Raymond.
4. To choose Delegates to the Constitutional Conven-
tion.
5. To vote on the question "Shall sweepstake tickets
be sold in this city or town?"
6. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for town maintenance including
snow, cleaning Main Street and any general Highway
expense.
7. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for tarring.
8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate such sums for State Highways as recommended by
the New Hampshire Department of Public Works and
Highways.
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9. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for street lighting.
10. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for Memorial Day.
11. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the Fire Department.
12. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for Dudley-Tucker Library.
13. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Se-
lectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
14. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for maintaining the dump.
15. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the Park.
16. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to sell at public auction any property ac-
quired by Tax Collector deeds.
17. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for Civil Defense.
18. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for Hydrant Rental.
19. To see if the town will authorize the Board of
Selectmen to procure a Tax Map of the Town and to
raise and appropriate the necessary sum of money for
the cost of same.
20. To see if the town will authorize the Board of
Selectmen to contract with the State of New Hampshire
Tax Commission or an approved private assessment
company for the purpose of reappraising the taxable
property in the town in order to secure greater equality
as between taxpayers, and to insure the assessment of
all property in the town on the same standard of value
and to raise and appropriate money to pay for all or
part of same.
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21. To see what action the voters will take in advis-
ing the Selectmen as to their opinion and wishes per-
taining to the construction of a section of soil cement
highway to be constructed under the supervision of the
State Highway and Public Works Dept. and financing
through Town Road Aid Funds. This type of construc-
tion has proven to be considerably more durable and far
more economical from a maintenance standpoint than
the conventional method of road construction.
22. On petition of Herbert W. Landrigan and eleven
voters to see what action the town will take in regards
to its Bi-Centennial Celebration, to raise and appropri-
ate money for the same.
23. On petition of Alfred L. Hickey and twenty-two
voters, to see if the town will vote to install a street
light at the intersection of Onway Lake Road and Old
Back Road at location of pole No. N.H.E. Co. 22-17-26
and to raise and appropriate money for same.
24. On petition of John Schou and twelve voters, ask-
ing the town to provide any necessary action to require
the Highway Agent to alleviate the water drainage prob-
lem on School St. and to raise and appropriate money
for same.
25. On petition of Isidore Erwin and ten voters, to
see if the town will vote to appropriate the sum of $12,-
000.00 for the purchase of a new motor tank truck and
to authorize the issue and sale of bonds or notes of the
Town therefor, under and pursuant to the Municipal
Finance Act.
26. On petition of Frank J. Wilich and nineteen
voters, to see what action the town will take in regard
to hiring a Town Manager and to raise and appropriate
the necessary money for same. (To be voted on by bal-
lot.)
27. On petition of John A. Ross and nineteen voters,
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to see what action the town will take in regard to re-
assessing all taxable property and to raise and appro-
priate the necessary money for same.
28. On petition of Sumner W. Dodge, Jr. and nine
voters, to see if the town will vote to adopt the Build-
ing Regulations as authorized under Sections 1-5 in-
clusive, Chapter 156, N. H. Revised Statutes Annotated
1956, as follows:
No dwelling shall be built or moved into or within the
town unless it shall comply with the following:
1. Area — Every dwelling shall have a ground floor
area of not less than five hundred square feet.
2. Foundation — All dwellings shall be set on either
metal, cement, brick, stone, or other acceptable
masonry.
3. Outside walls — Outside walls shall be constructed
of materials commonly used for outside construc-
tion and materials customarily painted shall be
painted.
4. Sewerage — Each dwelling shall be connected to a
septic tank or cesspool as a means of all sewerage
disposal.
5. Definition — The word "Dwelling" used herein
means a home for human habitation. Barns, sheds,
garages, etc. shall conform with only section 3 of
this code.
6. Amendment — This ordinance may be amended by
a majority vote of any legal Town Meeting when
such amendment is published in the warrant call-
ing for the meeting.
7. Enforcement — In case of a violation of this ordi-
nance, selectmen shall, on their own initiative, take
immediate steps to enforce the provisions of this
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ordinance by any appropriate legal action. Who-
ever violates any of the provisions of the above
regulations shall be punished upon conviction as
provided by R.S.A. 156 Section 5.
8. Takes effect — This ordinance shall take effect
upon its passage.
29. On petition of Frances Spinazzola and ten voters,
to see what sum of money the Town will raise and ap-
propriate to fill, grade and improve an extension of
Francesca Drive for a distance of approximately 200
feet.
30. On petition of Lyman Hammond, Jr. and ten
voters, to see if the Town will vote to dis-continue the
Public Highways accepted by the Town at the 1957
Town Meeting and deeded to the Town by: Assunta J.
Ege and Frances G. Spinazzolla, exclusive of the fol-
lowing sections of highways:
1. Beginning at the intersection of Epping Street and
Francesca Drive and running Southwesterly by the
Lamson, Henderson and Callaghan lots for a dis-
tance of 700 feet, more or less.
2. Beginning at the intersection of Francesca Drive
and the Susan Circle Highway at the Callaghan lot
and running Westerly by the Callaghan lot and ad-
joining Richard Mafera lot, for a distance of 200
feet, more or less, to the end of the tarred section.
31. On petition of Gordon A. Cammett and ten voters,
to see if the Town will vote to establish a town road reg-
ulation, not to accept any roads unless they comply with
the following: At least a 30 foot (width) right of way
with proper drainage. At least 12 inch culverts, where
necessary. A 20 foot road bed with 2 foot shoulders on
each side. The road bed to have at least 12 inches of
gravel. These are the minimum standards set by the
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State of New Hampshire Department of Public Works
and Highways.
32. On petition of Lyman R. Hammond, Jr. and ten
voters, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum of money, not to exceed $1,800.00 for a salt
storage building. To be constructed of cement, on the
Town Dump land, or any other spot that might be avail-
able.
33. On petition of Virginia Brown and fifteen voters,
to see what action the Town will take to install two (2)
catch basins, raise the elevation two (2) feet., widen it
to thirty (30) feet on approximately four hundred (400)
feet on Old Manchester Road. Situated between the
property of Virginia Brown and George Dockham. To
raise and appropriate money for the same.
34. On petition of Robert E. Eccleston and sixteen
voters, to see if the Town will vote that it be made man-
datory that all cemetery burials include a cement vault,
or cement liner.
35. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
iGiven under our hands and seal, this Fifteenth day of




IVAN C. REED, SR.,
Selectmen of Raymond
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
EMILE G. BRISSE,,
CARL L. CHASE,
IVAN C. REED, SR.,
Selectmen of Raymond
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TOWN BUDGET
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the
Ensuing Year, January 1, 1964 to December 31, 1964
SOURCES OF REVENUE
From State:
Interest and Dividends Tax $ 1,800.00
Railroad Tax 30.00
Savings Bank Tax 800.00
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 400.00
Business Licenses, Permits
and Filing Fees 150.00
Interest Rec. on Taxes & Dep. 1,350.00
Income of Departments:
From Local Taxes Other Than Property :
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 15,500.00
Poll Taxes 1,500.00
Yield Taxes 1,000.00
Total Revenues from all Sources
Except Property Taxes $22,530.00





Town Officers' Salaries $3,000.00
Town Officers' Expenses 3,200.00
General Government:
Election & Registration Expenses 250.00
Expenses Town Buildings 900.00
Protection of Persons and Property :
Police Department 3,850.00
Fire Department 4,600.00
Care of Trees 350.00
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Insurance 2,300.00
Civil Defense 500.00









General Highway Expenses 1,000.00
Town Road Aid 627.80
Public Welfare :
Town Welfare 2,000.00










Damage & Legal Expenses 550.00
Interest :
On Temporary Loans 500.00
On Long Term Notes 162.50
Payments of Principal of Debts:
Long Term Notes—Fire Truck 1,000.00
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EXHIBIT I
TOWN OF RAYMOND







Number Amount Term Begin.













Trustees of Trust Funds:
3303635E $20,000.00 March 12, 1963
3436467B $ 1,000.00 March 12, 1963
Ernest Cote (Increase Rider)
Hartford Accident &
Indemnity Co. 3305449A $ 7,000.00 July 19, 1963
Paul Edwards (Increase Rider)
Hartford Accident &
Indemnity Co. 3557014 $ 7,000.00 July 19, 1963
Robert E. Eccleston (Increase Rider)
Hartford Accident &
Indemnity Co. 3436473A $ 7,000.00 July 19, 1963
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OFFICERS OF THE RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT
Raymond, New Hampshire






WARREN L. CLIFFORD, JR. Term Expires 1964
ARTHUR W. SEVERANCE Term Expires 1964
RUBY COLLIGAN Term Expires 1965
LOUISE CRONIN Term Expires 1965
THOMAS G. ABELL, M. D. Term Expires 1966
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SCHOOL WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town
of Raymond, Neiv Hampshire qualified to vote in dis-
trict affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Raymond
School Auditorium in said district on the seventh day
of March 1984, at Seven o'clock in the evening, to act
upon the following subjects :
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose 2 Members of the School Board for
the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compen-
sation of any other officers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Com-
mittees, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
salaries of school district officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the district,
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and to authorize the application against said appropri
ation of such sums as are estimated to be received
from the state foundation aid fund together with other
income ; the school board to certify to the selectmen the
balance between the estimated revenue and the appro-
priation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the
town.
9. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
Treasurer to transfer three thousand dollars (?3,000)
from the Building Account to the Employee Retirement
and F. I. C. A. Account.
10. To see what sum of money the District will vote
to provide for the design, construction and equipment
of an addition and making necessary alterations to the
Raymond Consolidated School and to appropriate a sum
of money therefor to be raised by borrowing in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act,
RSA Chapter 33 and any amendments relating thereto.
WARREN CLIFFORD
RUBY G. COLLIGAN
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SCHOOL BUDGET FOR 1964 - 65
100 ADMINISTRATION
110 Salaries $ 410.00
135 Contracted Services 400.00




220 Library & Audio-Vis. Mat. 1,000.00
230 Teaching Supplies 4,000.00
235 Contracted Services 360.00
290 Other Expenses 1,000.00
300 ATTENDANCE SERVICES 25.00
400 HEALTH SERVICES 3,200.00
500 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION 12,000.00
600 OPERATION OF PLANT
610 Salaries 5,700.00
630 Supplies 1,200.00
635 Contracted Services 100.00
640 Heat 4,500.00
645 Utilities 3,050.00
700 MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 4,000.00
800 FIXED CHARGES
850 Employee Ret. & F.I.C.A. 10,450.00
855 Insurance 1,950.00
860 Rent 2,000.00
900 SCHOOL LUNCH & SPECIAL MILK 9,000.00
1000 STUDENT-BODY ACTIVITIES 200.00
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1300 DEBT SERVICE
1370 Principal of Debt 8,000.00
1371 Interest on Debt 8,630.00
1477 OUTGOING TRANSFER ACCOUNTS
IN STATE
1477.3 Supervisory Union Exp. 3,621.02
Total Expenditures or School Approp. $524,391.02
ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED INCOME
Unencumbered Balance $ 3,000.00
State Foundation Aid 27,362.22
State Building Aid 2,400.00
Federal Aid to Home Economics 400.00
Federal Aid based on Public Law 874 4,000.00
Federal Aid Reimbursement School Lunch 2,000.00
Tuition from surrounding districts 10,000.00
National Education Defense Act 735.00
Lunch Program Salaries 6,000.00
Bond or Notes Issues 295,500.00
Total Revenues and Credits $351,397.22
District Assessment Raised or to be
Raised by Property Taxes 172,993.80
Total Appropriations $524,391.02
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SCHOOL EXPENDITURES
July 1, 1962 - June 30, 1963
110-1 — Salaries of District Officers







135 — Contracted Services Administration





190.1 — Expenses Administration
The Pembroke Press $ 4.37
Edson C. Eastman Co. Inc. 40.43
Phyllis A. Gove 31.65
N. H. School Boards Assn. 40.00
N. H. Music Educators Assn. 5.00
210.1 — Salaries - Principals
John J. Callaghan $5,483.31
Vt. - N. H. Hosp. Service 181.71
Dir. Int. Rev. 639.60
FICA 180.02
N. H. Education Assn. 12.00
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The MacMillan Co. S468.62
South Western Paper Co. 59.89
Houghton Mifflin Co. 592.12
D. C. Heath and Co. 113.48
Charles E. Merrill, Books 50.22
American Book Co. 126.93
Laidlaw Brothers 32.00
Science Research Associates 362.52
Harcourt, Brace and World Inc. 430.24
Holt, Rinehold and Winston 421.23
Charles A. Bennett Co., Inc. 19.07
L. W. Singer Co. 78.38
College Entrance Books Co. 11.69
Row Peterson Co. 52.20
McKnight and McNight Pub. Co. 1.22
Scott, Foresman and Co. 29.23
Follett Publishing Co. 19.09
Allyn and Bacon Inc. 24.93
Ginn and Co. 168.68
Piatt and Munk Co. Inc. 2.09
University of N. H. 4.50
Goodheart Willcox Co. 4.06
S759.00
83,072.39
220 — Libraries Audio Visual
Grossett and Dunlap Inc. $ 1.56
Holt, Rinehart and Winston 2.99
Appleton Century Crofts Inc. 3.94
Charles A. Bennett Co. Inc. 4.64
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Houghton Mifflin Co. 45.34
The A. N. Marquis Co. 23.35
Simon and Schuster Inc. 66.80
Little Brown and Co. 2.94
Prentice Hall Inc. 4.13
H. W. Wilson Co. 10.10
Readers Digest Services 21.60
Today's Secretary 1.50
J. L. Hammatt Co. 6.28
G. P. Putnam's Sons 3.53
Americana Interstate Corp. 10.00
Year Book Dept. Encyclopedia 5.95
Lorraine Music Co. 13.75
N. H. State Library 7.68
230 — Teaching Supplies
Brodhead Garrett Co. $239.78
James E. Davidson 68.89
Manchester Oxygen Co. 52.78
Charles E. Merrill, Books 113.48
Elan Publishing Co. Inc. 9.73
Universal Scientific Co. 7.98
J. L. Hammatt Co. 202.92
Carl Fisher Inc. 186.68
South Western Pub. Co. 40.63
Mainco School Supply Co. 210.75
Ginn and Co. 48.36
Kennesaw Pub. Co. 13.00
Row Peterson and Co. 23.81
Daniel A. Sundeen 180.84
Houghton Mifflin Co. 471.38
Holt's Hardware 18.55
Prescott's Store 280.50
Civic Education Service Inc. 54.60
Oxford Book Co. 67.68
American Education Pub. 173.70
$236.08
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Educations Pub. Service Inc. 25.39
Buckley Candy Co. 5.95
A. H. Rice Co., Inc. 41.52
Pioneer Office Appliance Co. 261.70
Albion Cross 9.13
Trico Burner Service 22.80
Int. Business Machines Inc. 25.00
The Music Mart 10.70
DeMambro Radio Supply 16.56
Edw. H. Quimby Co., Inc. 25.00
N. H. State Treasurer 1.55
Daniel A. Sundeen 24.79
William Nutting Co. 15.00
Harcourt Brace and World 226.56
Science Research Assoc. Inc. 268.11
Milton Bradley Co. 15.32
Scott Foresman and Co. 36.79
Follett Pub. Co. 2.31
Scholastic Magazines 13.75
American Education Pub. 29.40
What's New & Home Economics 5.50
Pioneer Office Appliance Co. 43.87
University of N. H. 8.00
Edward H. Quimby Co., Inc. 21.60
Barnes and Noble Inc. 20.44
Test Serv. & Adv. Service 68.00
Irene Smith Supv. Lunch Pro. 13.50
Pioneer Office Appliance Co. 8.98
J. Wiss and Sons Co. 40.50
Cambridge Book Co., Inc. 7.20
Chemical Rubber Co. 96.04
Edu. Music Bureau Inc. 5.28
Pro Art Publications Inc. 23.62
St. Johnsbury Trucking Co., Inc. 6.23
Vogue Pattern Service 3.00
S464.25
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L. W. Stinger Co., Inc. 2.80
13,464.18
290 — Other Expenses Instruction
Arthur C. Croft Publications $ 10.00
Nat'l School Methods Inc. 7.25
J. L. Hammatt Co. 21.35
The Pembroke Press 138.13
Educators Progress Service 22.50
Milton Bradley Co. 4.68
James E. Davidson 45.00
John J. Callaghan 118.93
Ralph A. Bowie 30.00
Clint W. Lee Co. 54.84
McKinney and Co. 19.03
Postmaster, Raymond 6.00
310 — Salary Attendance
John Harney |50.00
410 — Salaries Health
Lora Lavoie
($1,057.50 - $189.90 - $33.63) $833.97
Marion Thibeault




Ret. Fund (Thibeault) 44.84
490 — Expenses Health
Dr. Thomas G. Abell $350.00
School Health Supply Co. 38.27
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Raymond Drug Co. 42.64
Baer Home Products 2.00
Holt's Hardware 2.92
535 — Contracted Services Transportation
Ai S. Welch $11,831.79
Blue Cross 168.21
610 — Salaries Custodians
Paul Edwards
($3,800.00 - $322.40 - $135.28 -
$176.76 - $128.25) $3,037.31
Franklin Dickinson
($1,100.00 -$80.60 -$38.17) 981.23
FICA 166.42
Blue Cross (Edwards) 176.76
State Ret. (Edwards) 135.28
Withholding Tax 403.00
630 — Supplies Custodians
Acme Chemical Co. $204.10
Merrimack Farmer's Exch. 30.53
Star Paper Co. 327.30
Atlas Products Co. 59.63
Rochester Germicide Co. 38.00
Holcomb Mfg. Co., Inc. 17.65
Pioneer Mfg. Co. 42.10
Holt's Hardware 36.31
Luxor Lighting Prod. Inc. 57.03
N. H. State Treasurer .60
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635 — Contracted Services
Emerson Eckert $44.00
640 — Heat for Buildings
Eli N. Mareotte $4,000.25
645-1 — Water
Raymond Water Dept. $134.44
645-2 — Electricity
N. H. Electric Co. $2,145.32
645-3 — Gas
Ai S. Welch $159.50
645.4 — Telephone







726 — Repairs to Equipment
Davis Motors $ 3.00
Clarence Fuller 7.50
735 — Contracted Services Maintenance
John J. Callaghan $500.00
Franklin Dickinson 9.00
Int. Business Machines Inc. 90.00
$599.00
766 — Repairs to Buildings
John J. Callaghan $ 100.00
Paul Edwards 100.00
Franklin Dickinson 120.27
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Trico Burner Service 1,151.15
Daniel A. Sundeen Inc. 9.90
Ralph Pill Electric Supply 333.69
Holt's Hardware 221.31
J. E. Faltin Motor Trans. Inc. 2.65
Bob's Locksmith Shop 18.00
850.1 — Employees Retirement
N.H. Employees Ret. (Edwards) 8178.98
850-2 — Teachers Retirement 4,711.24
850-3 — Social Security 2,365.20
855 — Insurance, Treas. Bond, Etc.
Purinton Agency § 745.67
Fred W. Bailey 1,227.37
Norma Archibald 265.13
910 — Salaries Lunch
Dorothy Callaghan
($240.00 -$43.80 -$7.50) $ 188.70
Irene Smith
($2,090.00 - $379.80 -$71.37) 1,638.83
Rose Cross
($1,520.00 - $277.60 - $51.90) 1,190.50
Hazel Littlefield
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975 — School Lunch Federal
School Lunch Program $1,803.45
Nat'l School Methods Co. 12.40
$1,815.85
1075 — Special Activities
Raymond Activities Assn. $125.00
Epping Speech Fund 150.00
Senior Class, R. H. S. 75.00
1265 — Sites
Hazen Wyman $ 75.00
Earl J. Titus 16.00
Dennis J. Cronin 395.00
The Goffstown News 5.00
1266 — Buildings
Daniel A. Sundeen Inc. $54.73
Carl M. Contois 49.00
1267
The Music Mart $ 260.00
Edward H. V. Quimby 360.00
Kent Agency of Boston 166.32
Brown's Express 3.50
Cascade School Supply Inc. 127.42
Harcourt Brace and World 3.58
Oxford University Press 7.75
Dodd Mead and Co. 16.76
Little Brown and Co. 12.24
J. P. Lippencott and Co. 12.44
Martin Murray Corp. 77.62
W. W. Morton and Co. 7.42
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Golden Press Inc. 10.24
Grossett and Dtmlap Inc. 1.54
Vanguard Press Inc. 2.50
Doubleday and Co. Inc. 6.67
A. H. Rice Co., Inc. 1,815.00
The MacMillan Co. 2.72
Pitcher and Co., Inc. 91.00
Int. Bus. Machines Inc. 550.00
N. H. State Treasurer 24.00
1370 — Principal of Debt
Merchant's National Bank $8,000.00
1371 — Interest on Debt
Merchant's National Bank $3,900.00
1477.3 — Supervisory Union Expenses
Mr. Perley E. Pendleton
Supv. Union #53 $2,473.86
Edson C. Eastman Co. 8.80
The Pembroke Press 7.25
1477.4 — Per Capita Tax
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FINANCIAL REPORT
OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
RECEIPTS
Revenue from Local Sources:
Current Appropriation §121,025.32
Tuition from Patrons 13,331.71
Other Revenue from Local Sources:
Rent 5.00
Revenue from State Sources
:
Foundation Aid 17,987.53
School Building Aid 2,400.00
Revenue from Federal Sources:
Title III 974.70
Vocational Education 460.48
School Lunch and Special Milk 1,803.45
Public Law 874 5,395.00
Sale of School Property and
Insurance Adjustments 47.75
Total Net Receipts from All Sources $163,521.45
Cash on Hand as Beginning of Year,
July 1, 1962 4,714.94




Salaries— District Officers $ 400.00
Contracted Services 303.60
Other Expenses of District Officers 116.93
Instruction
:
Salaries — Principal 6,800.00
Teachers' Salaries 87,831.38
Secretarial and Clerical Assistants 759.00
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Textbooks 3,072.39












Supplies, except utilities 826.63
Contracted Services 44.00
Heat for Buildings 4,000.25
Utilities, except heat 2,752.83
Maintenance of Plant:
Repairs to Equipment 439.25
Contracted Services 599.00
Repairs to Buildings 2,081.97
Fixed Charges:
State Employees' Ret. System 178.98
Teachers' Retirement System 4,711.24
Federal Insurance Contribution Act. 2,365.20
Insurance 2,238.17











Debt Service from Current Monies:
Principal of Debt 8,000.00
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Interest on Debt 3,900.00
Outgoing Transfer Accounts:
Dist. Share of Supervisory Union Exp. 2,489.91
Tax for State-Wide Supervision 928.00
Total Net Exp. for All Purposes $165,726.86
Cash on Hand at End of Year
June 30, 1963 2,509.53
$168,236.39
EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
NET (Actual) Expenditures and GROSS
TRANSACTIONS
Total Net Receipts Plus Cash on Hand
July 1, 1962 $168,236.39
Receipts Recorded under Item 60:
Refunds, Reimbursements, etc. 4,582.00
TOTAL GROSS RECEIPTS $172,822.91
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BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
Cash on Hand June 30, 1963
General Fund $ 2,509.93
Accounts Due the District:
Lunch Salaries 539.56
Tuition 217.05
Total Assets $ 3,266.54
Net Debt (Excess of Liabilities over Assets) 112,798.10
GRAND TOTAL $116,064.64
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by District $ 64.64
Notes and Bonds Outstanding 116,000.00
Total Liabilities $116,064.64
GRAND TOTAL $116,064.64
STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS
Outstanding at Beginning of Year $124,00(^00
Issued During Year 0.00
Payments of Principal of Debt 8,000.00
Notes & Bonds Outstanding at End of Year $116,000.00
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SCHOOL TREASURER'S REPORT
July 1, 1962 — June 30, 1963
RECEIPTS
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1962 $ 4,714.94
Received from:
Town of Raymond Approp. $121,025.32
State Aid 17,987.53
School Building Aid 2,400.00
Nat'l School Lunch, May '62 100.10
Nat'l School Lunch
Sept. 1962— April 1963 1,703.35
School Lunch Salaries 4,582.00
Federal Aid— Title III 974.70
Fed. Aid— Public Law 874 5,395.00
Fed. Aid— Home Economics 460.48
Vending Machines 31.65
Rent Auditorium— 4 H Club 5.00
Sale of 4 used Typewriters 20.00
Sale of Scrap Iron—
Canning Center 27.75
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EXPENDITURES
School Board Orders $170,313.38
Cash on Hand, June 30, 1963 2,509.53
$172,822.91
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
RECEIPTS:
Nat'l School Lunch $ 2,262.27
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REPORT




for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1963
made by
THE DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
August 5 & 6, 1963
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DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire






Submitted herewith is the report of an examination and audit
of the accounts of the Raymond School District for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1963, which was made by this Division in
accordance with the vote of the District. Exhibits as hereafter
listed are included as part of the report.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and
records of the School Board and the School District Treasurer.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets: (Exhibit A)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of June 30, 1962 and June 30,
1963, are presented in Exhibit A. As indicated therein, the Net
Debt decreased by $9,743.66 during the fiscal year ended June
30, 1963.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit B)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the School
District during the fiscal year is made in Exhibit B, with the
factors which caused the change indicated therein.
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures —
Estimated and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits C & D)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures,
estimated and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1963, are presented in Exhibits C and D. As indicated by the
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Budget Summary (Exhibit D), a revenue surplus of $3,004.60,
plus a net unexpended balance of appropriations of $321.34, re-
sulted in a net budget surplus of $3,325.94.
Summary Statement of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit E-l)
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, made up in accordance with the
uniform classification of accounts, is included in Exhibit E-l.
Proof of the Treasurer's balance as of June 30, 1963, is indicated
in Exhibit E-2.
Statement of School Lunch Account: (Exhibit F)
A summary of the School Lunch Account is included in Exhibit
Student Activities Fund: (Exhibit G)
The Student Activities Fund Accounts were examined and a
summarized statement of these accounts is presented in Exhibit
G.
Statement of Bonded Indebtedness: (Exhibit H)
A statement of the outstanding bonded indebtedness of the
School District as of June 30, 1963, showing annual debt service
requirements, is contained in Exhibit H.
Statement of School Tax Account: (Exhibit I)
A statement of the School Tax Account with the Town of Ray-
mond in included in Exhibit I. As indicated therein, as of June
30, 1963, the School District had received from the Town the
total amount of the 1962-63 School Tax of $124,171.14, less an
advance of $3,145.82 on the 1962-63 School Tax, which was re-
ceived during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1962.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Current Surplus:
The current surplus (excess of Total Assets over Current Lia-
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bilities) increased from $1,457.84 to $3,201.50, during the fiscal
year as shown by the following' statement:
June 30, 1962 June 30, 1963
Total Assets $4,931.99 $3,266.14
Current Liabilities 3,474.15 64.64
Current Surplus $1,457.84 $3,201.50
Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require
that this report or the summary of findings and recommendations
(letter of transmittal) shall be published in the next annual re-
port of the School District.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Raymond School
District for their assistance during the course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
Harold G. Fowler, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Hugh J. Cassidy, Auditor
Charles T. Carroll. Accountant





This is to certify that we have examined and audited the ac-
counts and records of the Raymond School District for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1963. In our opinion, the Exhibits presented
herewith reflect the true financial condition of the School Dis-
trict as of June 30, 1963, and the results of operations for the
fiscal year ended on that date.
Respectfully submitted,
Harold G. Fowler, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Hugh J. Cassidy, Auditor
Charles T. Carroll, Accountant




A — Comparative Balance Sheets - As of June 30, 1962 and
June 30, 1963
B — Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
C — Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expen-
ditures
D — Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Rev-
enues and Budget Summary
E-l — Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures
E-2 — Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Bal-
ance
F — School Lunch Account - Statement of Receipts, Ex-
penditures and Proof of Balance
G — Statement of Student Activity Fund and Proof of Bal-
ance
H — Statement of Bonded Indebtedness, Showing Annual
Maturities of Principal and Interest
I — Statement of School Tax Account




As of June 30, 1962 and June 30, 1963
ASSETS
June 30, 1962
Cash on Hand: (Revised)
General Fund $ 4,714.94
June 30, 1963
$ 2,509.53
Accounts Due to District:
Tuition 217.05
School Lunch Account - Salaries
217.05
539.56




Total Assets & Net Debt $127,474.15 $116,064.64
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by District:
Adv. on Next Year's Approp. $ 3,145.82










Total Liabilities $127,474.15 $116,064.64
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EXHIBIT B
RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1963
Net Debt - June 30, 1962 $122,542.16
Net Debt - June 30, 1963 112,798.50
Decrease in Net Debt $9,743.66
Anaysis of Change
Decreases in Net Debt:
Bonds Matured & Paid $8,000.00
Net Budget Surpus 3,325.94
Increase in Accounts Receivable 539.56
$11,865.50
Increases in Net Debt:
Cash Surplus Used to
Reduce School Tax $2,057.82
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EXHIBIT D
RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT
Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
and Budget Summary
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1963
Revenues
Estimated Actual Excess Deficit
Cash Surplus Used to
Reduce School Tax $ 2,057.82 $ 2,057.82 $ $
Federal Aid :
Smith-Hughes & George
Barden Act 400.00 460.48 60.48
Public Law 874 3,600.00 5,395.00 1,795.00
School Lunch 2,000.00 1,803.45
Nat. Defense Ed. Act 700.00 974.70 274.70
State Foundation Aid 17,987.53 17,987.53
State Building Aid 2,256.00 2,400.00 144.00
Tuition 12,000.00 13,331.71 1,331.71
Lunch Program Salaries 5,130.00 4,582.00
Other Receipts 143.26 143.26
196.55
548.00




Net Revenue Surplus $3,004.60
Unexp. Balances of Approp. $ 4,858.38
Overdrafts of Appropriations 4,537.04
Net Unexp. Balance of Approp. 321.34
Net Budget Surplus $3,325.94
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EXHIBIT E-l
RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT
Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures




George Barden Act $ 460.48
Public Law 874 5,395.00
National Defense Education Act
—
Title III 974.70










Lunch Program Salaries 4,582.00
Miscellaneous 143.26
Credit to Approp. Account:































Federal Insurance Cont. Act
Insurance
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Debt Service:
Principal of Debt $ 8,000.00
Interest on Debt 3,900.00
11,900.00
Outgoing Transfer Accounts in State
:
Supervisory Union Expenses $ 2,489.91




Withholdings Not Remitted .62
Total Expenditures $170,313.38




Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1963
Balance - July 1, 1962 $ 4,714.94
Receipts During Year 168,107.97
$172,822.91
Expenditures During Year 170,313.38
Balance - June 30, 1963 $2,509.53
Proof of Balance
Balance in the Merchants National
Bank, Manchester - Per Statement
June 28, 1963 $13,739.35
Add: Deposit of July 2, 1963 95.51
$13,834.86
Less: Outstanding Checks 11,325.33
Reconciled Balance - June 30, 1963 $2,509.53




Statement of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1963






















Balance - June 30, 1963 $635.58
Proof of Balance
Balance in The Suncook Bank —
Per Statement of
June 25, 1963
Less: Outstanding Check No. 225
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EXHIBIT G
RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT
Statement of Student Activity Fund and Proof Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1963
Balance Receipts Expenditures Balance
July 1, 1962 During Yr. During Yr. June 30, '63
Activity Fund $ 811.92 $ 6,828.96 $ 7,250.39 $ 390.49
Class of 1962 8.78 8.78
Class of 1963 428.96 1,929.12 2,403.17 - 45.09
Class of 1964 761.23 266.24 127.00 900.47
Class of 1965 210.93 246.84 117.14 340.63
Cass of 1966 375.62 303.40 125.28 553.74
Class of 1967 93.21 581.82 326.89 348.14
Class of 1968 133.16 39.25 93.91
Pynecone 235.77 743.78 964.55 15.00
$2,926.42 $11,033.32 $11,362.45 $2,597.29
Proof of Balance
Balance in The Suncook Bank —
Per Statement June 27, 1963
Less: Outstanding Checks
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EXHIBIT H
RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT
Statement of Bonded Indebtedness, Showing Annual
Maturities of Principal and Interest
As of June 30, 1963
Amount of Original Issue



























February 1st & August 1st
Merchants National Bank -
Manchester
Principal Interest
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EXHIBIT I
RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT
Statement of School Tax Account
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1963
1962-63 School Tax $124,171.14
Less: Advance Received
a/c School Tax - 1962-63 3,145.82
$121,025.32
Received From Town of Raymond
During Fiscal Year:
July 18, 1962 $10,000.00
August 11, 1962 8,000.00
September 8, 1962 10,000.00
November 15, 1962 10,000.00
December 15, 1962 10,000.00
January 12, 1963 10,000.00
February 9, 1963 10,000.00
March 10, 1963 10,000.00
April 10, 1963 10,000.00
May 11, 1963 10,000.00
June 8, 1963 23,025.32
$121,025.32
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
My last year's report stated that my recommenda-
tions to the School Board were those of expediency on
a one-year basis. We had expected a first grade of 45
but have one of 66 ! After a great deal of study and
discussion, the School Board has reached a decision and
has recommended a building program with which you
are now familiar and which comprises a separate part
of the school district report. We urge the most careful
consideration of these recommendations. Various re-
gional studies are being made and will be continued.
The long-range solution of our educational problems
may rest with a regional plan of some sort. It has been
my experience that regional schools "just don't happen"
and that years of study of many plans are necessary
before a particular project is voted. We should be open-
minded and receptive to any studies. With good facili-
ties in Raymond, we would be assured of receiving full
credit for the same, if incorporated in any regional
school.
No report would be complete without mentioning the
excellence of the music program under the direction
of Ralph Bowie. Many favorable comments have been
received as the result of public appearances of the Ray-
mond groups. It is most unusual for a small high school
to win, in one year, laurels in both music and in soccer.
Winning the state championship in soccer should not
go unnoticed here. Raymond should be proud of its
achievements. Congratulations to all!
Your attention is again called to the Interim Com-
mission's Report and to its many challenging concepts
and recommendations. No one will agree with it in
every respect, but it is a thought-provoking report and
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contains much basic information. Certainly a goal of
at least a teacher per grade and 25 pupils per teacher
would improve the learning opportunities of many chil-
dren in the state. This teacher-pupil ratio is a good
goal to keep in mind but difficult to achieve and main-
tain.
The legislature meets again next year. With our
problems, due to an expanding school population, we
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PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
To the Superintendent and the School Board:
The first obligation of any society is to its offspring,
and the heritage it wishes to pass along to it. Society,
therefore, must stand responsible for the conduct and
quality of its schools.
Little is to be gained from the critic shouting epithets
at the educator and vice versa, because each could well
prove his case by quoting from the other. There are
many alternatives in education ; alternatives as to
method; alternatives as to organization. We must try
to choose those alternatives that best suit our needs.
The written or spoken word should stimulate thought
first and action afterwards. It behooves us not to get
the cart before the horse.
During the past five years, since the opening of the
new addition, we have added one hundred and four
students. Since the opening of school in September we
have added twenty-three more. Growth has been slow,
but steady; a fact that should make it easier for us
to plan intelligently. It is not the mushrooming type
of growth that has hit communities to the South and
East of us.
INSTRUCTION
Last year I reported the action necessary to meet
minimum standards in the high school. Action taken
is as follows:
1. We have added a second year of General Mathe-
matics as recommended.
2. A Course in Art Appreciation is being given as
a third offering in the fine arts area.
3. No teacher is assigned a schedule requiring more
than five different preparations.
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4. A certified teacher - librarian is available two
periods daily in the library.
5. Additional equipment is being provided for busi-
ness education and science in the proposed budget.
6. Part-time secretarial help has made it possible
for the principal to provide guidance counselling for
all high school students.
7. We have provided for a two track system of
teaching in science, mathematics, social studies and
English.
8. This has made it possible to reduce class size
to meet required standards.
9. New areas in Shop are under consideration.
In the elementary school we have added three teach-
ers. The "Little Red Schoolhouse" has been reactivated
to provide two emergency classrooms for the sixth
grade. Our health room has been lost to one of the
third grade sections.
We have extended our instruction in modern mathe-
matics from the primary grades through the upper
grades.
We have inaugurated a new social studies program
in the intermediate grades. This helps to complement
the new reading series, as well as the new English and
science series already in use. This means that we have
completely re-tooled in the elementary school in the
past three years.
In the field of health services, the speech therapist
visits our school weekly. The results are most grati-
fying.
ACTIVITIES
Our a Cappella Choir was invited to provide the music
for the annual State Teachers Convention, a first for
our school— a first for the Teachers. This is the first
time a small school has been so honored.
Our Band took part in the annual University of New
Hampshire High School Band Day, in company with
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ten other High School Bands from all over New Eng-
land.
Two of our Band members : Kathy O'Brien, Trum-
pet and Kathy Callaghan, Flute have been selected for
All-State Band as a result of competitive try-outs held,
throughout the state, during Thanksgiving week-end.
Two members of our chorus : Eddie Erwin and Art
Proulx have been selected for All-State Chorus.
Our girls volleyball team tied for the Southeastern
League Championship this past Fall The Soccer Team
won the League Title, the New Hampshire State Cham-
pionship, and the Southeastern New Hampshire Cham-
pionship (for the second consecutive year).
We purchased new bleachers for the gym this year
with funds realized from our magazine drive. We have
also purchased new band uniforms, cheerleading uni-
forms, and jackets for the basketball team from a va-
riety of fund raising activities.
Your principal has encouraged the Southeastern
League, which was organized primarily for athletics,
to sponsor competition in mathematics, science and
dramatics, with the hope that other areas will be add-
ed soon. And, I am happy to report that Raymond
High won the first Mathematics Contest conducted un-
der league sponsorship. We will have a Science Fair
this Spring, as well as a one-act play contest.
In conclusion, may we say a sincere and heartfelt
thank you, to our hard working staff, and to you our
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
To the Superintendent of Schools:
School health services comprize those procedures
destined to determine the health status of the child;
to enlist the child's interest in protecting and safe-
guarding his health; to help parents to understand
their children's health needs; and to take necessary
steps to provide suitable treatment for disease and the
correction of physical defects.
Throughout the nation the attention of the School
Health Program has been gradually shifting from pure-
ly physical disabilities toward a broader view.
Physical defects command interest and effort be-
cause they are usually easy to find and treat.
Problems of personality growth and learning are
more complex. We are often unaware that a student
has such difficulties.
Recognizing the cause may be clouded because of
many contributing factors, such as : Anemia, Congen-
ital Brain Damage, pimples
;
problems of family care,
such as tight shoes, watching TV until mid-night, no
breakfast; psychological problems, such as a parent
expecting 16 year old behavior from an 8 year old;
jealousy of another younger sister or brother, inse-
curity from divorce or poverty. Diagnosis and treat-
ment are not simple nor dramatic, as is the physical
disabilities.
We spend most of the time on simple physical prob-
lems. But, as we try to help more children get more
from school, we must see the child in relation to his
environment. The nurse's home visits and talks with
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parents, teachers and students represent a small step
in a difficult path.
In Raymond, this spring, the State Department of
Health in conjunction with School Health Services held
an inoculation clinic for Diptheria Tetanus and Whoop-
ing Cough (D. P. T.) ; Diptheria and Tetanus (D. T.)
;
Tetanus (T.) ; Polio Clinic (Sabin-Oral). Types I, II,
III, and Small Pox Vaccinations for school and pre-
school children.
In the Fall a Polio Clinic (Sabin Type III) was
again held, recommended by the State Department of
Health, because of an outbreak of Polio Type III in
Canada.
Our Speech Therapist now comes to our school in
Raymond and relieves the nurse of the necessity of
commuting the children to the Epping Grammar school.
In addition, we have children participating in the
following programs and clinics
:
Adolescent and Children's Heart Clinics at Elliot
Hospital, Manchester, New Hampshire.
Crippled Children's Clinic, Elliot Hospital. Manches-
ter, New Hampshire.
Child Guidance Clinic, Concord, New Hampshire.
Seacoast Family Service, Exeter, New Hampshire.
Sight Conservation Program, Concord, N. H.
Dental Clinic at Raymond.
The community parents, teachers, groups and indi-
viduals who have helped us in so many ways have en-
abled us, here at Raymond, to provide an active and
interesting schedule. Without you, we could not func-
tion. Our thanks to all of you.
Respectfully submitted,
LORA L. LAVOIE, R. N.
School Nurse - Teacher
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CURRENT CLASSROOM CRISIS REPORT
FOREWORD
In nearly every community throughout our country
the problem of spiralling school costs is a matter of
urgent concern to the taxpayer. The battle goes on to
provide our youngsters with a sound education and at
the same time keep our tax rates at reasonable levels.
In the last session of our State Legislature many
bills relating to Education were introduced. A few
minor ones passed. But, the basic problem of financing
the education of the children in each community still
rests almost entirely on local taxation.
Various towns throughout our state have approach-
ed the problem in many different ways. Some have
adopted programs that fall short of minimum stand-
ards. Some tuition their junior high and high school
students to other towns. Others operate on "double
sessions". Still others operate on a "split class" ar-
rangement. In our own school we have had to resort
to a split 1st and 2nd grade this year.
It is unfortunate that the financial burden of pro-
viding a sound education for our children is becoming
more serious at a time when it is obvious that better
education is needed to prepare our students for en-
trance to college; or, to enable them to develop skills
which will prepare them for securing gainful employ-
ment in industry and business.
It is a sad commentary on the educational system
today to note that hundreds of thousands of high
school "drop outs" cannot find employment while, at
the same time, thousands upon thousands of jobs re-
quiring skilled labor are waiting to be filled.
Here in Raymond we can take pride in the fact
that our school system has maintained an Approved
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Comprehensive High School Rating since the estab-
lishment of minimum standards some years ago.
We can take pride, too, that our school won the
state soccer championship last season and that our
school band has won several honors. Our choir was
invited to perform at the State Teachers Association
Convention, and did so, admirably. This is the first
time that a small school choir has been so honored.
Other instances might be cited to indicate that our
school program is an agressive one. This is due in part
to a dedicated administrative staff, a loyal and com-
petent teaching staff, and to the townspeople who vote
the funds to make it possible.
The people of our Town have always responded to
the call for the improvement of our educational facili-
ties. Indicative of this is the fact that only Raymond
has an Approved Comprehensive High School in this
area.
We have met the challenge in the past but the fu-
ture demands more of us.
We are confident that our fellow townspeople will
continue to meet the challenge of providing our young-
sters with the very best education our resources will
permit.
We earnestly request that the information contained
in this booklet be studied carefully. The final determi-
nation of what our standards of education will be rests
with you. The importance of the problem demands the
careful consideration of all of us.
WHAT IS THE CRISIS?
1. During the present school year we are utilizing
two classrooms in "The Little Red School House",
which, according to the best information we can get,
was built well over 100 years ago and served the Dud-
ley School District in West Raymond for at least 100
years before it was moved to its present location.
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2. We have found it necessary to curtail the School
Health Program because it was necessary to confiscate
the Health Room for conversion into another class-
room. Essentially, many of the School Health Activi-
ties must be carried on outside regular school hours.
3. The Cafeteria is sufficiently sub-standard that
money was appropriated at the last District Meeting
to move the Cafeteria to a new location, but it was
found that the project could not be carried out for
that amount, and so the situation has been tolerated
for another year.
4. The present library is sub-standard in size, ac-
cording to State Department of Education Regulations
;
and it is located in the Elementary part of the school
instead of in the Junior-High, High-School area, where
it is primarily needed.
5. In the high school, one half a room has been
taken away from the Commercial Department to be
used as a language lab, and one half a room has been
taken away from the Science Department to be used
as a general classroom, so that we could meet minimum
State Course Requirements.
6. The first grade that entered this year was so
large that it was necessary to split it into three sec-
tions ; one section was combined with a section of grade
2, so that we have one mixed grade.
7. The size of grades 7 and 8 for next year are
going to be such, that it will be mandatory to split
each grade into two sections.
8. Raymond's school population in 1959 was 433
and in 1964 it is 537. This is an increase of 104 pupils,
or 24%. Projecting these figures to 1969, we would ex-
pect 666 pupils. This does not take into consideration
the accelerated rate of growth which is beginning to
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show. In Sept. 1963, we anticipated 45 first graders
and we had an opening day enrollment of 66.
Cooperative School Effort: One hears echos of this
same type of crisis in each of the surrounding towns.
It would certainly appear that if some of the towns
could get together and solve their problems jointly,
there would be a saving in not having to duplicate
costly facilities, particularly at the high school level;
and that the resulting larger school would offer its
students a much broader selection and level of study.
There was a strong feeling present in favor of the
Cooperative effort among members of the Board. Con-
sequently, a diligent program of study was undertaken
to meet our crisis in this manner.
The surrounding towns were approached with the
following results: Fremont showed little interest as
they were waiting to see what Sanborn Seminary in
Kingston would do; Deerneld sent a representative to
the first meeting, but he felt that he was coming as
an observer, and he did not return; Candia and Au-
burn had already signed a Tuition Contract with Man-
chester; and Spping said that they would be happy
to study. So, the study was undertaken with Epping.
We had complete cooperation from, and participation
by, the State Department of Education. After approxi-
mately 10 meetings, the following things happened:
1. It was discovered that the only way the two
towns could get together from the standpoint of bor-
rowing power was on a 1-12 basis. Epping was not
particularly interested in this approach. It was felt
by the Raymond School Board that a two town coop,
was not economically sound, even if Epping, a town
that has had considerable difficulty in passing issues
with reference to Capital School Outlay, could pass
the issue.
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2. A law passed by the New Hampshire State
Legislature, which became effective July 1, 1963, made
the Raymond School Board illegal as a study group for
multiple town participation in a school construction
program. According to the new law, it would have
been necessary to call a special District Meeting to
have a study group elected. The Board sought reactions
from Deerfield and Nottingham as to their interest in
joining in with Raymond and Epping on a crash pro-
gram of repeating the study and having results ready
so that the students would be able to use the School
by September of 1965. We met with less than enthusi-
astic results. All factors considered, we felt that we
had investigated every possible, practical avenue in the
direction of forming a Cooperative School District and
building a school which would be ready for occupancy
by the time that it is absolutely mandatory that we
have space to meet our darkening crisis.
Let it be remembered that this School Board has
among its members some strong feelings in favor of
a Cooperative effort being the eventual solution if ex-
panding growth of population makes further building
necessary. Every dollar that would be put into the
proposed construction program will give our taxpayers
a dollar's worth of equity in any multiple town school
effort in the future. The physical presence of a modern
flexible plant puts our town in a much better bargain-
ing position with reference to any future negotiations
which may come to pass.
Local Building Program: With the Cooperative Ef-
fort having been completely studied and found to be
impractical to meet the crisis, there is no alternative
but to build an addition to our own school. We want
to build an addition which will solve our problems, and
yet not be overcrowded the day it opens, one which
will not use up all of our borrowing power lest future
emergencies present themselves.
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We propose the addition of eight classrooms, a li-
brary and a cafeteria-kitchen area. With this addition
we will be able to
:
1. Provide for removal of the library and cafeteria
from the elementary school so that there will be twelve
classrooms there to take care of Grades 1-6.
2. Allow for the increase in classroom space needed
to provide 4 classrooms for Grades 7 and 8.
3. Give the space back to the Business Education
and Science Departments that has been borrowed from
them.
4. Return the space to the School Health Program
so that it can resume its function during school hours.
5. Provide two classrooms that are not designated
to any specific use as yet, but which we are sure will
be used economically by the time the school is finished.
At the time the last addition to the school was made,
two classrooms more than the original proposal were
added, and they were filled up by the time the school
was completed and opened.
6. Provide an adequate library located in the area
where it is used.
7. Provide a cafeteria-kitchen which will seat 225
for a meal, and which is located in such a position that,
with its own entrance, lobby and toilet facilities, can
be closed off from the rest of the school so that it may
be used for many civic purposes outside school hours.
We feel that the taxpayers should enjoy the utility of
such a facility. This area can also be used for study
hall when food is not being served, or for an assembly
room when only a portion of the school needs to be
present. Storage will be provided for the tables, so that
it might be used for receptions, dances or any other
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use which the community or its taxpayers may see fit
to utilize outside school hours.
WHAT IS THE COST?
It has been estimated by our architect that the total
cost of the entire project will be $295,500. Our cur-
rent net borrowing capacity is $402,968. The New
Hampshire State Building Aid refunds 30 per cent of
the current bond payment each year which is a signifi-
cant contribution. It has been calculated that the in-
crease to the tax rate, for the building program, will























No. of half-days in session
Total Enrollments 373
Percent of Attendance 93.2
Ave. Daily Membership 355.6
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